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Lecture I

The Quark Model and Beyond, Using QCD

Hadrons are propagation modes of QCD. Although QCD seems
to be the correct theory of the strong interaction, its application to
properties of hadrons or propagation modes of QCD, such as masses,
decays, and production,are still in a rudimentary state. The quantum
particles that interact in QCD are quarks and gluons. The interesting
property of QCD is that even without quarks there still are hadrons or
propagation modes of a pure SU(3) Yang-Mills theory. At large energies
or high temperature the theory of QCD is a weak coupling theory which
can be solved with perturbation theory. At low temperature the
coupling is strong and perturbation theory fails. The propagation of
the QCD fields takes place inside hadrons and the quarks and gluons
are confined.

Strong coupling QCD can be simulated on a lattice of space and
time[l]. In the Hamiltor^n lattice formulation of QCD on a cubic
spatial lattice, the quark degree of freedom "live" on the lattice sites
while the gluonic degree of freedom "live" on the links between these
sites (see Fig. 1, where the terminology is also defined)[2]. Let us
consider first the theory without quarks: we describe this theory in
terms of link variables Ui which (before quantization) are 3 x 3 SU(3)
group elements. The pure gauge-fields Hamlitonian is then the sum
of two parts, one involving only the U's and one which has nontrivial
commutation relations with the (7's:

links I plaquettes

with o the lattice spacing and g the corresponding coupling constant.
Here C\ is defined in terms of the eight generators Ef+ of SU(3) trans-
formations of Ui at the beginning ( —) or the end (+) of the link



j , (3)

by

In the second term the product of the U's is taken in order around
the plaquette. To complete lattice QCD one simply adds to Eg. (1)
a l.ittice Hamiltonian #quark f°r the quark interacting with the glue.
With the quark fields as site variables we have

flavors a sites n flavor* 9
links tjt

where ai}i is the Dirac matrix in the direction of the link Iji.

Our complete Hamiltonian

U lattice

has HQCD
 m A — 0 gauge a s its naive continuum limit; it is, further-

more invariant under arbitrary time-independent gauge transformation
at the lattice sites.

In this formulation of QCD the lattice spacing a plays the role of
regulator mass in normal quantum field theory. Latticizing the theory
also has another advantage: it allows one to set up a strong-coupling
perturbation expansion in which the expansion parameter for lattice
QCD is ̂  instead of g. We may expect to be able to learn more about
the strong coupled regime of the theory in terms of such an expan-
sion. The natural degrees of freedom of the strong-coupling regime are
not quarks and gluons, but rather quarks and flux tubes, the latter
being more in accord with various qualitative ideas on the nature of
confinement in QCD.

Let us consider the properties of HQQQ*. We note first that in the
strong-coupling limit where a (and, as we shall see, therefore g) is large,
the only terms which survive are



f̂  n. (5)
links q,n

The eigenvalues of C\ are just those of the square Casimir operators of
SU(3):

0 for the singlet, \ for 3 or 3, y for 6 or 6, 3 for octet, etc.

The quark part of #sc is* o n the other hand, diagonalized by an arbi-
trary number of quarks and antiquarks at arbitrary lattice sites (subject
to the exclusion principle). We can classify the only relevant gauge-
invariant strong-coupling eigenstates as the following.

1. The strong-coupled vacuum. In this state all links are unoccu-
pied {C\ = 0) and there are no fermions; the total energy of the
vacuum is zero.

2. The pure glue sector. There are still no quarks, but links are
excited in such a way that gauge-invariant states are produced. The
simplest such pure glue states ("glue loops") have a closed path of
links in the 3 (or 3) representation. These have energy (2g2/3a?)L
where L is the length of the path; the simplest such state just has
the links around the perimeter of an elementary plaquette excited:
Tr(t/"/4£//3£/'({2C/"/1)|0 > where JO > is the vacuum.

3. The meson sector. The simplest quark-containing states consist
of a quark and antiquark on the lattice joined by a path of flux
links (for gauge invariance). These will have energy

Ttlg + TUg + — j

In the quark model a meson is denned by the spins and relative coordi-
nate of the quark and antiquark, but in QCD one must also specify the
state of the flux between them[3]. This extra degree of freedom implies
the existence of hybrid mesons in QCD. If the links are not excited with
oscillation or phonon modes the restoring force of the glue iink can be
approximated by a simple potential arising from a 3 — 3 interaction

E°(r) =-^-l + c +br (6)

Coulomb + linear potential.



For the ordinary mesons of the quark model one can use the above
potential where the dynamics of which are governed by a Hamiltonian
with one-gluon exchange dominant at short distances (first term) and
with confinement implemented by a flavor-independent Lorentz-scalar
interaction[4]. This Hamiltonian is implemented through a Schrodinger
-type equation

, (7)

where

Ho = (P2 + m?)1/2 + (P2 + m\)"\ (8)

V = V\2{p,T) is a momentum-dependent potential, p = p\ = —p2 is
a center of mass momentum, and where r becomes the usual spatial
coordinate in the usual nonrelativistic limit. Vij(p,r) is made up of
four terms

K,(p, r) - H** + H%* + H%> + HA (9)

where

H** = - [fc + ffrr - ^ ] Ft • Fj (10)

includes the spin-independent linear confinement and Coulomb-type
interaction,

(11)
is the color hyperfine interaction, and

I/SO _ rrSO(cm) rrSO(tp)

is the spin-orbit interaction with

_ a,(r) [ 1 1 1 \Si Sj ,
— p r [ - + — j [ - + —l-^i-'V) (12)j[

its color-magnetic piece and with
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3 2r or [mf n,

being the Thomas-precession term. In these formula L = r x p,

for quarks,

A' . ( H )

- — -£• for antiquaries,
and a3(r) is the running constant of QCD. The expectation vaiue of
F{ • Fj for a qq system (or a meson) is equal to

{Fi-Fj) = -l (15)

Finally, the term H^ is the annihilation interaction where the q and
the q annihilate via gluons. While H& is in principle calculable, at the
present time it must normally be parameterized. Fortunately, it can
only contribute in isoscalar channels so in many cases its effect can be
avoided.

The meson wave-function convention that Ref. 4 used is as follows:

jPC = 0 -+ 7r+ = _ u j jPC = x— p+ = _ug

JpC = 0-+ ** = Muu-dd) JPC = 1 " p° = X{uu - dd)

Jpc = 0-+ if+ = -us Jpc = I " K'+ = -us
JPC = Q-+ KQ = _dE jPC = 1 — K*0 = _d3

jPC = 0-+ R0 = _ad jPC = 1 — ft* = _,J

= 0 - + if- = su Jpc = I " " K- = Si2

^ u + dd -

« + dd + si) (16)

These satisfy the de Swart conventions on phases. For the JPC =
1 ideally mixed mesons they took

7 ^ = 1 " Mnt = -L(uu + dd),

JPC = 1 " M, - 33,
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and normally defined mixing angles <j> relative to this basis via

M — Mna cos(<£) — Ma si

M' = M3cos{<j>) - Mn3s\n{<j>),
(18)

so that <f> = #su(3) ~ #ideal, where #jdeai ~ 35.3°. Note that 0SU(3) -» °-°
we get M —» + " J / I " , JV/ —» — "77a" as a consequence of the conventions.
In the special case of the pseudoscalar mesons, we will use the mixing
state

(19)
77 = "J2

V = ~(Mn3 + Ms),

which corresponds to an SU(3) mixing angle of #ideal ~ 45° = —10°.

The final objective of these lectures is to describe the spectrum of
mesons with quantum numbers JPC = 0 + + , 2 + + , and 4 + + . At the
conference on hadron spectroscopy that occurred just after I gave these
lectures, results dealing with strange mesons with J = 0 + + and 2 + +

were given[5]. In Table I we compare the masses of strange mesons
from Ref. 5 with quark model calculations done in Ref. 4.

TABLE I
Jp

2+
2+

2+
0+
0+

Mass

1431± 2 (MeV)
1973± 26 (MeV)
2050± 30 (MeV)
1429± 7 (MeV)
1940± 22 (MeV)

Quark Model Mass

1430 (MeV)
1940 (MeV)
2170 (MeV)
1250 (MeV)
1910 (MeV)

In Table I, the ground state of 0 + + p-wave qq system is off by 180
MeV which is 60% of its total measured width. When one compares
the p-wave qq systems the 0 + + mesons are most sensitive to mass shifts
coming from the tensor term and the spin-orbit interaction. In



perturbation theory the masses of the p-wave qq spectrum are given by
Ref. 4

M(2++) = Mo + .25 x 5 - .20 x T + I ,

M(l++) = Mo+ .25 xS + T-L,
M(0+ +) = Mo + .25 x 5 - 2.0 x T - 2.0 x L,

+ .75x S,

where 5 arises from the contact term, T arises from the tensor term,
and L from the spin-orbit interaction. The perturbative calculation has
shifted the 0 + + meson mass with a numerical strength of two for the
tensor and spin-orbit terms. In the cc spectrum where perturbation
theory should work, the tensor has the value of 20 MeV and the spin-
orbit has the value of 34 MeV. The above set of equations can well
describe the isovector light states (Mo = 1275 MeV) and the strange
states (Mo = 1395 MeV) if one uses 5 = 73 MeV, T = -20 MeV, and
L = 12 MeV. Giving &i(1235) = 1220 MeV, oi(1260) = 1261 MeV,
o2(1320) = 1309 MeV, tfo*(1430) = 1429 MeV, and #£(1430) = 1429.
This mass formula predicts a light 0 + + quark isovector oo(1310) which
could easily lie under the 02(1320) in KK and TTT} final states.

The experts would not like the tensor term to be negative but the
splittings in the p-wave sector seem to have the 2 + + at the same mass as
the 0 + + . Let us assume that the strange mesons as observed in Ref. 5
are the qq states of the quark model once all relativistic corrections are
done right. With this definition the light isovectors and ideally mixed
isoscalars are then easily calculated using a mass squared splitting of
.3 GeV2 (see Table II),

Jp

2+
2+
2+
0+
0+

TABLE II

Strange Mass

1430 (MeV)
1970 (MeV)
2050 (MeV)
1430 (MeV)
1950 (MeV)

Light Mass

1321 (MeV)
1890 (MeV)
1975 (MeV)
1321 (MeV)
1870 (MeV)

33 Mass

1531 (MeV)
2040 (MeV)
2122 (MeV)
1531 (MeV)
2025 (MeV)

Table II gives the expected qq meson mass spectrum, next we will see
that there are other mesons that should also occur between masses of
1.0 to 2.0 GeV.



The quark model works very well for the qq mesons, but we have
seen from the lattice discussion that pure glue modes and qq modes
which are held together by a flux tube of vibrating gluons can exist.
There is also the possibility of having 1q and 1q forming a meson.
However, these mesons do not have to create more quarks in order to
decay. There is a natural extension of strong coupling lattice "the flux
tube model" [2].

Let us first make a side trip in order to gain some insight into QCD
modes beyond qq mesons. In this section we will describe the MIT
bag model[6], the approxi"nations to it, and the techniques needed for
the calculations of modes for qa mesons, glueballs, and hybrids. The
bag model is well suited for getting an insight into the properties of
che lowest lying hadrons which also include valence gluons. In the bag
model no additional ad hoc assumptions are necessary in order to have
valence gluons because they come part and parcel \uth the model.

In the MIT bag model weakly interacting quarks and gluons are
confined in a cavity. This "confinement" is produced by giving the
inside of the cavity a greater energy density than the vacuum outside.
This difference in energy densities is the bag constant /?, which we
take to be a universal constant. Particles are holes drilled in the vac-
uum supported against collapse by the pressure of the modes within.
Only color singlet combinations of constituents give rise to particles
because the color electric fields from a color non-singlet source cannot
be confined to a cavity, and thus have infinite energy.

The MIT bag model is defined by the Lagrangian:[7,S]

L= J [i* Dii*j - \F-,F*~ - B)} - I j *<* (21)
BAG BAG

VOLUME SURFACE

where $j is the quark field with i = 1, 2, 3 the color index, D?j —
d^Sij — ig A**aT*j is the covariant derivative with T the color matrix
and g the strong coupling constant, / £ , = d^A% - dvA^ + gfaheA\A%
is the gluon field strength with A^ the gluon field and a = 1,...8 the
adjoint color index, and B is the bag constant. Repeated indices are
summed. The equations of motion are that the fields satisfy the coupled
Yang-Mills equations inside the cavity and also satisfy the following
boundary conditions (nM is the unit vector normal to bag surface):



(22)

The first line of Eq. (22), which are linear, corresponds to requiring
no momentum flow across the cavity wall. The second line, which is
quadratic, ensures that there is no normal component of the force at
the boundary. Notice that the quark part of Eq. (22) breaks chiral
symmetry explicitly.

A complete quantization of this model has not been accomplished.
This is true even for g = 0 because of the non-linear coupling of the
fields through the boundary conditions and the motion of the boundary.
The standard approximation is to assume a static cavity[6,9,10]. The
linear boundary conditions are enforced on the fields and the cavity
modes of the fields are quantized. The quadratic boundary condition,
enforced as a condition on the expectation values, is then used to
determine the shape and size of the cavity when occupied by any set
of modes.

For quarks in a spherical cavity the lowest mode (L = 0, j —
1/2) is spherically symmetric. Therefore, in leading order the s-wave
mesons and baryons constructed from this mode satisfy both linear and
quadratic boundary conditions. But quark with L > 0 and all gluon
modes are not spherically symmetric so that in a spherical cavity they
do not satisfy the quadratic boundary conditions. The correct cavity
shapes for such modes are not known. The author of results that will be
given here used a spherical cavity and only required that the pressure
balanced globally[ll]. This is a better approximation for hybrids than
for glueballs because the former contain two L = 0 quarks and only one
gluon.

The self energy graphs for quarks and gluons are shown in Fig. 2.
Orbital and radial excitations are present in the intermediate states;
the orbital excitations lead to ultraviolet infinities which correspond
to mass renormalization infinities in unconfined perturbation theory.
There is no mass renormalization in confined perturbation theory for
gluons and massless quarks. Thus these infinities are absent in self
energy graphs in a cavity, although there are finite corrections due to



low frequency modes in the cavity, these corrections will depend on the
mode that one considers.

In earlier bag model fits to .s-wave mesons[6] the effect of self energy
diagrams were not included. Reference 11 has redone this fit with self
energy and achieved a fit with the bag constant B and aa at about the
same values as Ref. 6 (see result of fit in Table III).

TABLE III
Particle

P
K*

IT

K

Experimental Mass

.776 (GeV)

.894 (GeV)
1.019 (GeV)

.138 (GeV)

.496 (GeV)

Fitted Mass

.755 (GeV)

.895 (GeV)
1.027 (GeV)

.425 (GeV)

.469 (GeV)

Fitted Radius

4.73 (GeV"1)
4.64 (GeV-1)
4.56 (GeV"1)
3.22 (GeV"1)
3.07 (GeV-1)

Using the parameters determined in the above s-wave qq mesons
we will now consider the gluebaU spectrum. The lowest gluon mode is
a transverse electric (TE) mode. The vector potential A for the TE
mode is given by (using the notation of Ref. 12)

Q T E = (23)

jo(w) = ji = 2.74,

where em, m = —1, 0, +1, are the unit spherical vectors. The spin
parity of this TE mode is Jpc = l+~. The lowest lying glueball states
are constructed of two TE(l+~) modes and thus have Jpc = 0 + + and
2 + + , the spin 1 state being forbidden by Bose statistics. Reference
11 shows that independent of the values of the self energy for the TE
mode, the mass splitting driven by the a, contributions for one gluon
exchange for the TE 2 + + state to the TE 0 + + state, is about one GeV.

Adding quark and gluon modes together, it becomes possible to
make hybrid mesons. The lowest lying states are constructed from an
31/2 quark and an Sj/2 antiquark combined in a qq color octet with

10
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four qqg flavor nonets with Jpc = 1 , (0, 1, 2)~+. The gluon self
energy of the TE mode will determine the mass value for the isovector
Jpc = 0~+ which we will denote as mo. mo has a range from 1.4 GeV
to 1.9 Gev, while the as contributions determine the relative splittings
between the modes. In Table IV we give the mass splittings determined
in Ref. 11.

TABLE IV
jPC

, - -

o-+

1 - +

2"+

Type

p/w
K*

<t>
p/u
K*

4>
p/u
K*

<f>

p/w
K*

Mass

mo + .42 GeV
m0 + .58 GeV
mo + .75 GeV

mo GeV
mo + .21 GeV
mo + .41 GeV

m0 + .20 GeV
m0 + .39 GeV
m0 + .58 GeV

m0 + .56 GeV
m0 -r .71 GeV
m0 + .87 GeV

From the above discussion we see that glueballs have Jpc = 2 + +

and 0 + + , while hybrids have spin parity that will not be considered in
these lectures.

Let us now return to the strong coupling limit or the flux-tube-
model. We first consider a system consisting of untie quark and
antiquark sources a large distance apart. As we have already argued,
in this case the system will behave like a quark and antiquark connect-
ed by a discretized quantum string. The lowest excitations of such a
string will correspond to nonrelativistic, small transverse displacement
oscillations and so should be well described by the Hamiltonian of a
continuous string

11



HS = far + l/( V ) Y. I > » * m + ^^r2<4<4), (24)
m t= l

where qx
m and TT^ are string normal coordinates and their conjugate

momentum defined in terms of transverse string displacement vector
Y{£) with 0 < i < 1

&*»(«, (25)

where j/m(£) is the mth normal mode, ê  (i=l,2) are unit vectors
orthogonal to the interquark separation r = rq - r,, and £r is the
distance along the undisplaced string of the displacement V(£). In the
harmonic approximation appropriate to the low-lying excitations, one
would have simply

~ (26)

The quantization of (24) for fixed r is of course straightforward: the
eigenstates are characterized by phonon occupation numbers nl

m with
the phonons labeled by their mode m and polarization i; the eigenergies
are accordingly

E(nU) = bor + £ ( < + ^m. (27)

The zero-point mode with m = 0 must be the two-component Coulomb
+ linear model for the ground-state energy of the gluon field Eq. (6).

Consider the lowest hybrid potential with one m = 1 phonon. We
expect the appropriate potential E^fr) to be Eq. (6) (E°(r)) modified
in two ways: it will include a term +j from exciting the phonon, and
at small r the phonon mode of the gluon field evolves to some fixed
finite value of order icb1!2. We therefore take

(28)

with / a number of order unity. Fortunately, the results from Ref. 2
are not /ery sensitive to the cutoff parameter / .

12



We are now ready to discuss the meson vibrational hybrid spectra
and quantum numbers in a very rough fashion. We saw from Eq. (7)
for ordinary mesons there is an effective quark Schrodinger equation
with a Hamiltonian H. In the nonrelativistic limit H is

where E°(r) is Eq. (6) and fi is the qq reduced mass. The second term
in Eq. (29) is the centrifugal-barrier of the non-relativistic model.

Now let us consider the mesons which live on the El{r). There are
two transverse polarization states of the string, which may be taken
to be clockwise and anticlockwise about the quark-antiquark axis. In
general if nTO+(nm_) is the number of clockwise (anticlockwise) phonons
in the n mode and A = $3m(«m+ ~Km-), the dependence of the string
wave function on the angle 7 about the axis is etA>T. The quantity A
is therefore the angular momentum component about this axis. Since
clock ;vise and anticlockwise polarization interchange under the parity
operation, the states for non-zero A will occur in parity doublets. The
centrifugal-barrier is modified by the presence of the phonon angular
momentum A giving

, _ Id* L(L + 1 ) - A 2 ,
H ~ ~T^ + ~~2W2 + (r)" (30)

Reference 2 predictions for hybrid masses give 1.5 GeV for the mo of
Table IV. For each Jpc state of Table IV there is a parity double of
opposite parity and charge conjugation. They are 0 *" and 0"1 ; 1 h

and 1+-; 1 ~ and 1 + + ; 2~+ and 2+~.

The pure glue sector of the flux tube model appears in principle to
be simpler than the meson sector just discussed. However, the absence
of the static quark limit means that there is no natural limit as the
nonrelativistic heavy quark model[4]. It nevertheless seems reasonable
to suppose that the simplest topology, the single loop of flux, will form
the basis of the lowest-lying states. We describe the position on this
torus of flux by the cylindrical coordinate (z, p, $) where +z defines
the orientation of the loop's arrows by the right-hand rule. Expanding
about a circular loop of flux with z — 0 and mean radius po we then
have

13



= p[pQ + ] T ( a m s in m * + ^m c o s "»
m=2

, sin m$ + 0L cos
m=2

and we treat po and the Fourier-expansion coefficients am, Pm, am-> @m
as quantum variables. The Fourier sum must start at m = 2 since the
m = 1 mode corresponds to pure translation and rotation. In addition
to these variables the system (in its rest frame) requires two further
variables (8, <f>) to specify the orientation of the (body-fixed) i axis in
space.

The motion in (po, 6, <j>) may be treated in the same way as the
(r, 0, <f>) for the meson string in Eq. (24). For fixed (po»
Hamiltonian of the closed string is

t,m

where fi are the normal coordinates am, 0m, otm, fim for each m, and
the -Ki are their conjugate momenta. For qq mesons we could argue
that the lowest potential should connect smoothly into the Coulomb-
type potential —4as/3r, but unfortunately here we have no such limit
to guide us. We must therefore allow for a generic effective potential[2]

E°{p) = 2*pb + c' - !(1 - e-W2"). (33)
P

In addition to the ground-state glue-loop, Eq. (32) has vibrationally
excited states, the lowest of which are four degenerate m = 2 states
with excitation energy 2/p which have A = 2 about the i axis; we
expect for these states an energy

E2(p) = 2*pb + c' - 1Z1(1 - e-f'bl/2p). (34)
P

In Eqs. (33) and (34), we have introduced parameter / ' to play a
similar role to / for the hybrid states. Each eigenstate of H, will yield
an effective Schrodinger equation in the variable p. Changing to the
variable £ = p*'2 this takes the form

) ( 3 5 )

14



with the boundary condition that <P(0) = 0. The spectrum is quite
complex. It consists of the following states.

. (1) The ground-state and its radial excitations with J = 0 + + .
(2) A set of orbitally excited states with JPC = l+~, 2 + + , 3+~ . . .

built on each 0 + + mode.
(3) A further set of two parity doublets of opposite C with A = 2,

J = 2 each with their radial and orbital excitations.
(4) A set of states with two m = 2 phonons with A = 0 and J = 0

which are low-lying since thy avoid the centrifugal-barrier effect in
Eq. (35).

(5) Many further states at higher mass.

Reference 2 gives a similar mass splitting between the 0 + + and 2 + +

as the MIT bag model[ll] of approximately 1 GeV. Reference 2 also
predicts that the ground-state to be at a mass of 1.5 GeV while Lattice
gauge calculations predict the 0 + + at around 1.6 GeV[13].

So far in our discussion we have only considered mesons made out
of quark-antiquark pairs, gluebalis (glue-loops), and hybrids (qq with
excited glue-string). More complicated multiquark mesons have been
considered by many authors and are well classified by the MIT bag
model[14].

The simplest multiquark states are made up of a q2q^ color singlet
combination with all quarks in a relative s-wave configuration. The
spectrum of SU(3) flavor is somewhat complicated. Two quarks may
reside in a 3 or 6 of flavor SU(3). When coupled to two antiquarks the
following flavor multiplets arise:

3®3 = 1©8 = 9

6®6 = I © 8 © 2 7 = 36 (36)

Which flavor multiplets occur with a given total spin is determined by
the exclusion principle. The flavor groups for Jp = 2 + , 1+ , and 0+ are

Jp = 2+ : 9, 36

Jp = 1+ : 9, 36, 18, 18% H , H* (37)

Jp = 0+ : 9, 9*, 36, 36*-

15



Two multiplets with identical spin and flavor content are distinguished
by an asterisk (applied to the heavier).

States are labeled as follows:

1. Exotics carry a subscript denoting which pseudoscalar flavor chan-
nel they couple. They are also labeled by their spin parity and the
SU('3)f "multiplet" (36 or 18 or 18) in which they reside.

2. Cryptoexotics carry a subscript denoting which of the correspond-
ing pseudoscalar share the same flavor quantum numbers. They
are also labeled by their spin parity and the SU(3)f "multiplet" (9
or i8 or 18 or 36) in which they reside.

There are problems in identifying the discrete "states" of the bag
model. These"states" are in general calculated with an artificial bound-
ary condition which confine color-singlet as well as color-nonsinglet
quark states. The "states" are in fact eigenstates of an approximate
quark-gluon Hamiltonian which does not distinguish between colored
and uncolored subunits. The singlet configurations of q2q2 must have
unconfined color-singlet subunits. If on takes two qq pairs both in a
color singlet flavor octet and add them together so that one makes q2q2

state the above flavor multiplets can be made.

(38)

The above states are two color singlet modes in the same space at the
same time and what force would cause the two states to attract each
other. This force is the same forces that attracts protons to neutrons,
a field that is carried by color singlet meson modes. These fields exist
outside the bag and are not part of the model.

The lowest mass state is a cryptoexotic nonet (3 ® 3) with Jpc =
0 + + . This state can easily recouple into flavor decay channels.

16



2 1 (39)
+

The third state in Eq. (39) if it existed below the KK threshold
would not be able to decay into its subunit singlet modes. A state with
Jpc — 0 + + and also a flavor singlet does exist right at the KK thresh-
old and does decay more strongly to KK than to TTT (the 5*(993)). If
the S*(993) is the above q2q2 state it would have to annihilate an ss
pair and then create a uu or dd pair in order to decay into TTTT. The
isovector q2q2 state which would be at the same mass as the isoscalar
could decay into 7T7/, because of the ss part in the 7/(16). There is in
fact such a state the £(997) which seems to favor the KK channel like
the 5*(993). This simple bag model would not generate such similar
isovector and isoscalar ratios between KK and -KIT or in] decay channels.

The two scalar states can not be associated with any of the qq states
of Table II and are too light to be hybrids, therefore being a q2q2 would
be very natural. Let us return to the quark model in order to better
understand the system. The solution of the q2q2 problem, in view of
the nontrivial color degree of freedom this system possesses, is difficult
in the simplest of models. In view of this complexity, lets solve the
simplest model that can be devised. The Hamiltonian for this system
can be written as

*-£ ("« +i!!:)+ E
t = l * %<}

where with f{j = f( — fj,

ii («)
and
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in which m ,̂ fi, pi, Si, and Ai(A —> —A* for antiquarks) are the mass,
position, momentum, spin, and color matrix of the i par-ticle. Hcon£
is the harmonic confinement potential and / / j , y p the (contact part of)
the color hyperfine interaction. Of course the Hamiltonian Eq. (40) is
not complete: it should also include other terms see Eq. (9) and have a
different potential Eq. (10). The difference of harmonic potential and
Eq. (10) has been studied by many[15,16]. In any event, since the main
issue we are addressing is a qualitative one, we believe thai a simplified
Hamiltonian, which encompasses the dominant effects of confinement
and strong spin-spin interactions, will not be completely misleading.

We now turn to the solution of our Hamiltonian problem, where
we will only consider four equal-mass quarks with no hyperfine inter-
actions. We can make a color singlet out of a diquark anti-diquark if
the systems are in either a 3 ® 3 or a 6 ® 6 arrangement. Using labels
of Fig. 3, discarding the center-of-mass variables, and writing

The Hamiltonian HQ in the (|3j2334 >, I612634 >) basis becomes

1 2 2 2 8

HQ = ——(pg. + P* + Pv) + —£Q

i\2
' (44)

where B = \/>/2{r\ — r-j), 0 = l/y/2(f3-r4), and A = ^ f i + f i + f s
or, in terms of the more meson like variables

(° + *) d 2/"= -y=(<? + ^) , (45)

with Ho rewritten as

Note that it we neglect the off-diagonal effect, HQ appears to be
confining in all three relative coordinates in both the 33 and 66 sectors.
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In a model where confinement arises via a potential one may find
mixing terms between the 33 and 66 that corresponds to two free
mesons when viewed in a qq — qq basis. The essential flaw in the
view that the 33 and 66 sectors can be treated in isolation or that
their mixing can be treated perturbatively is now obvious. We know
that in qq — qq coordinates with x (or y) large (see Fig. 3) this same
Hamiltonian must describe two free mesons; in these circumstances,
at least, the 33 - 66 mixing term is important enough to destroy the
apparent confinement of the isolated 33 and 66 sectors and lead to
a meson-meson continuum, a nonperturbative effect. This observation
means that we should subject to close scrutiny the assumption that this
system has, in any reasonable approximation, a tower of discrete bound
states. It moreover seems clear that if a discrete spectrum remains, it
must correspond (in qq — qq language) either to states below threshold
for decay into free mesons or to meson-meson resonances.

We now turn to Ref. 17 which has calculated KK j-wave potential
in the g2gi systems and concludes that it is plausible that an isoscalar
and isovector KK bound state probably exists just below KK thresh-
old. It is natural to associate these states with the peculiar states
5*(993) and 5(997) as was done in the bag model[14]. In this language
the 5(997) does not have a "fall-apart" mode into 7/TT as in the bag
model of Eq. (39), but decays into TJ-K by KK annihilation in the same
manor as the 5*(993) decays into irir.

The work of Isgur and Weinstein[17] has one flaw with regards to
long-range color van der Waals-type forces[18j. It has been pointed out
that confining potentials of the type considered above leads to long-
range power-law residual forces between color singlets (for an example a
r~2 between two mesons[17]). This is not a fundamental difficulty with
QCD because color singlet meson exchanges produced by pair creation
of quarks lead to an exponential cutoff of this residual attraction. One
might be concerned that this spurious potential could produce mislead-
ing effects in Ref. 17. Reference 17 calculates the potential between
mesons to be given by

20 MeV , x

VvdW = -2—. (47)
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This is to be compared with the coulomb force between charged mesons

1.5 MeV
•'coulomb — • (4°)

T

The r in Eqs. (47) and (48) is given in fermi. Let us compare the
potential strength between Eqs. (47) and (48) and see when they are
equal.

20 MeV 1.5MeV
VvdW = Vcoulomb = o = ' ( 4 9 )

T* r
This occurs at the distance of 13.3 fermi which is a very large distance.
This long-range van der Waals force implies that gluons are massless
and can travel to the edge of the universe in a virtual state. Gluons
can only try to travel to the edge if it is a color singlet virtual state
(glueball or glueloop). This would lead to an exponential cutoff

V{r) = -e-^-, (50)

where fi is the mass of the glueball. Since mesons are much lighter
than glueballs, and the pion is the lightest, it is the longest distance
carrier of the strong force. In fact nucleons are held together by meson
exchanges.

The question that naturally arises; can mesons like nucleons be held
together by meson exchange[19]. There seems to be at least one exam-
pie of mesons being held together by meson exchanges. The E(1420) is
an axial vector isoscalar J = 1 + + bump which has a width of around
60 MeV. For years the E(1420) was thought to be the ss member
of the Jpc = 1 + + nonet. However, Ref. 20 has analyzed the reac-
tion K~p -» K{*K±Te*\ and did not find the E(1420), but found the
D'(1530), which is now believed to be the ss member of the Jpc = 1 + +

nonet. Thus, it appears that the E(1420) is an extra member of the 1 + +

system. Its mass is either too low for it to be a glueball or a hybrid[2].
Reference 14 predicts a q2q2 state around 1.6 GeV which decays into
KKir. Later work by Jaffe and Low[21] showed that such four quark
states are very broad and would not give a 60 MeV width.

We were able to show that a final state rescattering mechanism
based on K and K 5-channel exchange Born terms leads to an enhance-
ment at the E( 1420)[22]. The Born terms which are good representa-
tions of the long-range one-particle-exchange (OPE) mechanism are
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used to bind tne K Kit system together. This dynamical model avoids
the QCD color van der Waals force which was used above. The dynam-
ical model uses only interactions among the particles through OPE
Born terms given in Fig. 4(a) (K'K, KK*, and Sir). We choose as
our dynamical framework the Blankenbecler-Sugar formalism[23] which
yields sets of coupled integral equations for amplitudes ^ ( / P —• K*),
X(K* -> K*), X{K* — 6), X(K* -» A"*), X{K* -» K*), X{K* -» 6),
X{6 -» K*), X{8 -» K'), and X{6 -» £). These amplitudes de-
scribe the quasi-two-body processes K'K —> K'K, K*K —> KK*,
K'K —* 8TT, etc., whose solutions are Lorentz invariant, and satisfy
two- and three-body unitarity, and the cluster property. In operator
formalism these equations have the structure [a schematic representa-
tion is shown in Fig. 4(b)]. The subsequent sum of Born terms is
analogous to a x orbiting in a p-wave around an s-wave KK system.
The KK is he!d together by forming the <J(997) and the w is held in
p-wave orbit by forming the K*(890).

Reference 22 shows that a phenomenological analysis of all KKiz
data arising from hadroproduction is consistent with the above picture.
Figure 5 shows the E(1420) threshold enhancement plotted against
Refs. 24 and 2ii. The dashed curve is the threshold enhancement do
to the multiperipheral Deck mechanism[26]. Figure 6 shows the 14 +

signal from Ref. 20, where one sees a small threshold enhancement
plus a much bigger D'(1530). Reference 22 shows that the threshold
enhancement is confined entirely in the K*K system, while Ref. 20
shows that the Z?'(1530) is &L*o mainly decaying into K*K. If one
views the 1 + + signal as a measurement of K'K elastic scattering, one
can extract the phase shift plotted in Fig. 7 and compare it to the
calculated phase in Ref. 22. Since both are in good agreement, we see
that the bump or molecule has | of the phase motion associated with
a resonance. This fact is the key ingredient in the success of the fit to
phase information of Ref. 25.
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n n+x

• •

Figure 1: A two-dimensional (x,y) slice of the lattice showing a typical
lattice point n = (nx, n s , nz), a typical link ln+iin from n to n + i ,
and a typical plaquette ptfihhU)-
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(a )

(b)

Figure 2: Self energy graphs for (a) quarks and (b) gluons. Only one
time ordering of each graph is shown. The thick dashed line shows the
intermediate state where appropriate and the thin dashed line repre-
sents the cavity Coulomb Green function.
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Figure 3: The relative coordinates of the qqqq system; darkened circles
represent quarks and open circles represent antiquarks.
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(a)
K*S,K*

\
\

(b)

K* 8 , K*

K*8,K* K*8,K* K*8,K*

Figure 4: (a) Long-range one-particle-exchange (OPE) mechanism, (b)
Unitary sum of OPE diagrams in terms of coupled integral equations.
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Figure 6: Events per 50 MeV from Ref. 20. Curve is described in Ref.
22.
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Figure 7: Phase in degrees of curve in Fig. 6 as K*K elastic scattering
(solid) plus Phase from Ref. 22 (dashed).
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Lecture II

Analysis of Formation Reactions

Let us consider two spinless particles scattering with the presence
of absorption. By absorption, we mean the two particles may change
into something else.

We have particles m\ and 7712 in the presence of a potential V(f).
We can use a Schrodinger equation to describe this system.

- ^ V 2 * ( f ) + V(f)9(f) = E9(r), (1)

where k = % = Mj momentum vector or wave vector and fi is the
effective mass

_ rniTn2 .
TTlJ + 7712

For the incident beam along the z-axis, we can use a plane wave

*,(r, tf, ft = eikz. (3)

This is a solution when V(r) = 0, or the free particle condition.

Next, we perform a partial wave expansion. We write the solution
for *{ as

(r)P,(cos*), (4)
1=0

where Pi are Legendre polynomials. The Schrodinger equation for the
free particle in a given wave / becomes

(5)

How does the plane wave look in terms of partial waves? The asymp-
totic behavior is
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A r - o o ^ 2ikr V y -v )• ( )
t=o

In Fig. 1, we show the break up of a plane wave into an incoming
spherical wave (second term in Eq. (6)) and outgoing spherical wave
(first term in Eq. (6)). Clearly if there is no interaction then

* / = *i- (7)

When an interaction or target is present only the outgoing wave ib
effected. The incoming spherical wave is represented in Fig. 2 by a sine
wave with amplitude on(̂ , while the outgoing spherical wave is reduced
or absorbed to an amplitude equal to 7/ and shifted in phase by 28 (see
Fig. 2). Thus the final wave function *?/ is given by

1=0

We now define the scattered wave function ^SCATT a s the difference
between final wave function \P/ and the initial wave function $i.

*SCATT = * / - * i , (9)

where

1 ve i e

*SCATT = i E ( 2 / + l) o- fl(cosfl)— (10)

Using Eq. (10) we will define an object called the T-matrix

If we have only one scattering process m i + m 2 —» mi + m.2, then
there is only one possible channel and the ty must be equal to 1, since
there cannot be any absorption. If there is another process possible,
lets say mj -f 7712 —* 1̂3 + "14, then we will have two channels open and
four possible scattering processes. This is why the T amplitude is called
a matrix, since it will always be defined in terms of a two-dimensional
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array representing incoming and outgoing channels. If there is only one
channel open then we can only have elastic scattering and TJI = 1 and
the T-matrix becomes

Tt=
e™< - 1

2i cot 81 — i
(12)

The differential cross section for elastic scattering is given by the
modulus square of the T/ amplitude

1

<L(j>dcos9 k2

1=0

(13)

while the cross section is

1=0

PMi _

2i
(14)

Note, the cross terms of different / integrates to zero, because the Leg-
endre polynomials are orthonormal functions. We will now define the
scattering amplitude

or

or

Akr

*SCATT = (16)

/=o
(17)

The optical theorem states that the imaginary part of the forward
scattering amplitude is equal to the total cross section.

4TT _ . . . .
<rr - — Imag /(0) (18)
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Starting with the above equation and Eq. (17) (note that P/(l) =
1), we obtain

y (19)
k l=o

Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (19), we get

£ ( ^ ) (20)
z=o ^ ^

Rewriting Eq. (20), we have

(21)

Taking the imaginary part while pulling out a factor of j , we obtain

^ + 2). (22)

Breaking the last term into four terms, we create

oo
\ ^/of i i \ / o— off i 1 i —2 i i «»2\ / o o \

<TT = -j-=- y ^ i + 1J ( — Z7)i COS 2o , + 1 + ?J| + 1 — Tfi ) . i.^"J

Recombining into two terms, we have

2 \
.2+(1-V?) • (24)

The first term is just the elastic scattering cross section in Eq. (14),
while the second term is defined as the inelastic scattering cross-section.
This cross section is written as
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Coupled Channel Analysis Using
The S-matrix and The T-matrix.

The inelastic cross section above is the measurement of the rate at
which our two scattering particles mi and mi are changing into other
particles. Let us denote the channel rvhere m\ and m.2 are scattering
as a. For simplicity let all particles initial and final be spin zero, also
let us only consider the case where there is only one other open or
possible channel ,3. We will define this channel as particle 7713 and 7714.
Therefore, we have incoming waves a and outgoing waves a and (3. The
wave function for the a —> a is given by

where

2iSta
~ 7 / ' e

(26)

(27)

(28)

normalization. Since we are considering only spin

The outgoing wave in channel /3 is

Note the

zero particles, we know that la = lp, because angular momentum is
conserved.

The cross section for the reaction a —> /3 must have detail balance
meaning the flux in must be equal to the flux out. In order to achieve
this we must normalize the outgoing wave function squared by the ratio
of the fluxes.

4TT (2/ + 1)
2t

Rewriting Eq. (29), we have

4ir(2/

2i

(29)

(30)
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From Eq. (14), we can write the elastic scattering

_ 4TT (2/ + 1)

or

4T (2/ + 1)

kl 2t

(31)

(32)

The T-matrix defined in Eq. (11) can be written in terms of the
5-matrix

(33)

Unitarity

Let us start with the optical theorem in Eq. (18) and the definition
of the total cross section

(34)

Substituting in the Imaginary part of the forv/ard amplitude, we find
that

(35)

Rewriting and dropping the I, we obtain

- (T* -T ) = ^P T* T
n

Collecting terms on the left hand side, we have

- 2iT;a + 2iTaa + 4;a + 2iTaa = 1.

(36)

(37)
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This becomes equal to

£ (*na - 2iTn'a) (6na + 2iT*a) = 1, (38)
n

or

Since the outgoing channels are different particles they cannot interfere

= O (40)

when a ^ 0.

Therefore, we can write the unitary condition on the 5-matrix

n

Using the same procedure in reverse, we obtain

(42)

Finally, let us summarize what the T-matrix looks like for a given
spin thus angular momentum state /. The T-matrix for a given elastic
channel a is given by

2iS'a _ ,

(43)

One can represent the above Eq. (43) as a vector in the complex plane,
where the vector cannot become greater than the circle shown in Fig. 3,
because 7}l

a cannot get bigger than one or less than zero. The inelastic
T-matrix for the same I for scattering from channel a to channel ft is
given by

Tl
a = '••"*•'- . (44)

Again one can represent the above Eq. (44) as a vector in the complex
plane, where the vector cannot become greater than the circle shown
in Fig. 4 because
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nil < ( « )

is at least zero and at most | . It is clear that

< (46)

is also a constraint.

Moments and Zeros

Let us consider a scattering amplitude f(0), which is given by Eq.
(15). If there is just the lowest two partial waves present, we can write

f{9) = SPQ(cos 8) + 3P.Pi (cos 9), (47)

or

5 + 3Pc<«0. (48)

If we extend cos 9 into the complex plane, we will be able to define zeros
of the scattering amplitude. Let us define z = cos B as the complex
variable. The zero of Eq. (48), which we will call ZQ, is obtained from

f(zo) = S + 3Pzo = 0. (49)

Therefore ZQ = -5^ which in general is complex because 5 and P are
complex.

The differential cross section is equal to

S + 3P cos 9
dcosd

Again we let z = cos 9 and find the zeros

(50)

(51)
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The differentia] cross section can also be expanded in terms of Legendre
polynomials {P\{z) moments). One can change Eq. (51) into

^ = 6P*P (\ z2 - I) + 3(5*P + P*S)z + {3P*P + 5*5)1, (52)
dz \ 2 2 /

or rewriting

^ = 6P*PP2(z) + 3(5 'P + P*S)Pi{z) + (3P*P + S*S)PQ(z). (53)
dz

Note that PQ(Z) moment is just the cross section, because

i

fdzPt(z) = O, if 1^0. (54)
- l

We can determine the zeros of the moments by solving Eq. (50),
and obtaining

-3(5*P + P'S) ± J%S*P + P*S)2 - 36P*PS*S . .
20 = TSP^P ( 5 5 )

Eq. (55) can be reduced to

20 = — ( — + — ) ± — \ / ( — ) | i f ) . (56)

The second terms is a prefect square, thus giving

"-TKF + prTK-F-p)- (57)

Therefore, the zeros of the moments are equal to

z° = TF a n d ^ 7 - (58)
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The first zero is the same as the zero of Eq. (48) while the second zero
is its complex conjugate. Zeros always appear as pairs in the moments.

The scattering amplitude can be written in terms of the zeros as

The differential cross section is now written as

dz n !:::;!'::::!• «•>
It is now clear why zeros appear as pairs in the moments. They are

the complex conjugate of each other and thus the imaginary contribu-
tion will cancel out leaving a real function. In Fig. 5 we show a simple
case for three pairs, while in Fig. 6, we show the derived differential
cross section from the three pairs. The number of zeros in the scatter-
ing amplitude f(z) depends on what angular moment I is present and
will double when going to the differential cross section j j | .

We now work out a specific example using zeros, which show the
discreet ambiguities present in two body scattering amplitudes. Let us
assume we have just two zeros present in a scattering amplitude. In
Fig. 7 we show an example of two zeros both with positive imaginary
parts, but who's real parts differ by a sign. However, if we replace the
right hand zero by its complex conjugate, we would have exactly the
same j | , but clearly a different amplitude (Fig. 8). We will take the
above example which implies that there are s, p, and d waves present.
In Fig. 7 the zeros are at

' i) and [—, n • (61)

Let us consider the case where the forward scattering amplitude is pure-
ly imaginary such that it is equal to -fc~, if we normalize the modulus
to be equal to unity, we can write

/ w = (Hif!l(,-i-i)(i-^-i). ,«,
If we now make the zeros the same as in Fig. 8 and keep the same
forward amplitude, we have
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(63)

If we multiply out the aeros of Eqs. (62) and (63) and recombine, Eq.
(62) becomes

while Eq. (63) becomes

Making the substitutions for the Pi, we obtain

for 2q. (64) and

for Eq. (65). The partial waves of Eq. (66) are

and the partial waves of Eq. (67) are

= ^ ( 2 i + l)P2(z) + l ( 7 i - 4)fl,(«), (67)

= ^ ( 2 i + 1), (68)

5=1(2-0,

(69)
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We see that there are two solutions that give the same cross section.
However, in the first solution, we find that the s-wave has a negative
imaginary part which means it is inconsistent with unitarity and cannot
be the real amplitude. The constraint of unitarity is a very powerful
tool, more will be made from it later on in the lectures.

At each scattering energy there are zeros of the scattering ampli-
tude. As one changes the energy the zeros move in the complex z plane.
The path of the zeros are called their trajectory. Given a set of scat-
tering data as a function of energy, one could do a moment expansion
at each energy and plot the upper half plane of zeros. If we have n
zeros, then there could be up to 2" solutions. If we are considering an
elastic scattering amplitude, many of the solutions can be removed by
unitarity. If the change in energy between measurements is small, then
the zero trajectories are smooth and a given set of zeros can be easily
tracked with energy. When the difference between energy measure-
ments is large, then the zero trajectories will become ill defined and
one could have 2n connections possible. However, even if one has very
smooth trajectories, there is the possibility that one of the trajectories
could become purely real. Then there will be a generation of a new
solution. One solution will have a trajectory crossing the real axis while
the other will have a trajectory bouncing off the real axis (see Fig.9).
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incoming outgoing

Figure 1: On the left we show a plane wave traveling to the right. This
wave can be broken up into two waves one being an incoming spherical
wave another being an outgoing spherical wave.
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Figure 2: The incoming spherical wave is represented by a sine wave
with amplitude one, while the outgoing spherical wave is reduced or
absorbed to amplitude equal to if and shifted in phase by 26.
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Imag(T)

Real©

Figure 3: The elastic T-matrix is a complex number represented by the
vector, where unitarity requires that it must lie inside the circle shown.
The T-matrix is given by two variables if and 5.
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Imagffl

Real(T)

Figure 4: The inelastic T-matrix is a complex number represented by
the vector, where unitarity requires that it must lie inside the circle
shown.
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Figure 5: Three pairs of zeros in the complex z plane, where z = cos 0 .
Each pair form a complex conjugate of each other.
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dq/dz

Figure 6: The derived differential cross section dcrjdz from the pairs of
zeros of Fig. 5.
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z_

— 1

Figure 7: Two zeros with positive imaginary parts that make up a
scattering amplitude.
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- 1

Figure 8: The left hand zero of Fig. 7 has been replaced by its complex
conjugate, generating a new scattering amplitude which has the same
d<r/dz.
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Figure 9: When a zero trajectory gets near the real axis, a new solution
is generated with zeros on the other side of the axis. Each arrow in Fig.
9 is a given energy step.
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Lecture III

Energy Dependence of the Partial
Wave Amplitudes

In the discussion of the zero trajectories, we have been lead into
the subject of the energy dependence of the partial wave amplitudes.
One very important constraint on these amplitudes or phase shifts is the
Wigner condition. This condition arises from the constraint of causality
on the scattering process. In order to demonstrate this condition, we
will first have to introduce the poor man's wave packet approximation.

Let us make a wave packet traveling towards a potential well pr
sitioned at z = 0, with a width of R. Our poor man's wave pack c,
which is traveling in the minus z-direction can be written as

ij/in _ ei[-(k+dk)z-(w+dw)i\ + ei[-(k~dk)z-{w-dv,)i] t^

We have constructed a wave packet out of two plane waves which are
shifted in energy and momentum. The above wave packet can be
written as

¥,n = e*-**-w'>(2cos[-dkz - dwt}). (2)

The cosine term is the shell of the wave packet. When the cosine is
equal to one, we have the position of our wave packet. Thus we can
write

dkz + dwt = 0. (3)

Therefore, the position of the wave packet as a function of time becomes

From Eq. (4), we see that the velocity of the wave packet is v = ^jji.
The position of the incoming wave packet is given by

Zin = -vt. (5)
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In Fig. 1, we show the wa ;e packet position as a function of time. Since
there is a range to the interaction, it is possible that the wave packet
is reflected from the potential before the wave packet reaches zero at
time zero (see Fig. 1). From this picture, we see that the position of
the reflected wave packet is at most given by

z0Ui <2R + vt. (6)

Let us again construct a wave packet, but this time for the outgoing
wave packet. We have

The phase 28 is how much in phase the plane wave has been shifted by
the scattering. As before we obtain

- dwt + 2dS\). (8)

Thus for the position, we can write

dw dS
ZwU = lkt~ dk' ( 9 )

Since, v = fjf and Eq. (6), we get

Therefore, we obtain the Wigner condition

% < - * • <»>

If the potential has a radius of 1 fermi, then

I <"V)-
In units of degrees per MeV, we have

^>~Y per(MeV). (13)
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Therefore, in a one hundred MeV mass range the phase may drift back-
wards by 30°.

Another important condition on the amplitudes arise when we have
a quasi-bound state or resonance. A resonance is formed when a particle
and thus its wave packet is trapped inside a potential well which is
elevated above the outside world. Therefore, the particle can tunnel
through the barrier and escape. The particle inside the well has a
frequency associated with the bound state (WQ). The probability that
the particle is trapped inside the well decreases as an exponential decay
with time ( | ) . The temporal part of the wave function of the particle
inside of the well is given by

*o e " ? 1 e~iw(>t, (14)

where WQ is the frequency of the bound state and | is its mean life
time.

One would like to consider the amplitude as a function of energy
rather than a function of time. We can do this by taking the Fourier
transformation of #(£)• Thus, we can write

00

Substituting our form of $(<) into Eq. (15), we obtain

(16)
TT J

— OO

Integrating Eq. (16), we get

(w — t£/o + t'̂ r)

In Eq. (17), the term which is on the right hand side of the x is just a
numerical factor related to the ware function normalization, while the
term on the left hand side carries the energy dependence of the wave
function. Since we want our amplitude to describe an elastic scattering
in a partial wave, we will fix up the normalization to be unitary, thus
getting
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= T{w) = (18)

If we write the T-matrix in terms of the phase shift (8), we obtain

1

thus,

T(w) =

cot S =

cot£-t '

WQ — W

1 •
2

(19)

(20)

The above T-matrix has a single pole in the complex w plane at w —
WQ — i%. Even if there were more channels involved with the pole, it
is clear that they would have just one decay time and thus be just a
simple pole in the T-matrix. Since there is a pole in the matrix the
determinant of T"1 will have a zero at the pole position. We may
diagonalize T~1 with an unitary matrix U, such that T~l becomes

(21)
0
0

0
A2
0

0
0
A3

The determinant det(Tp ) is equal to

(22)

If we have a simple zero at a complex total energy E — Eo, then only
one of the eigenvalues is equal to zero. By contrast a dipole (higher
order pole) would have two (many) zero eigenvalues. Therefore, we
assume that one eigenvalue is given by

Aa = C{E - Eo).

Thus, we can write the inverse diagonalized T-matrix as

/C(E-Eo) 0 0 .
0 A2 0 ..
0 0 A3 ..

V : i :

(23)

(24)
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and its inverse becomes

1

TD =

C{E-E6j
0

0
1

0

0
(25)

The diagonal residue matrix is defined as

RD + lim (E- EQ)TD.

Thus, the residue matrix becomes

im
E-Eo

0
(E-Eo)

0

0
(E-EQ)

and when one does the limit we get

<h o
0 0 . 0
0 0 0

(26)

(27)

(28)

If we now reuse the same unitary matrix U to rotate back to the
original basis where the i and j represents scattering channels, the
residue matrix R becomes

which can be rewritten as

and thus is a factorable form.

(29)

(30)
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We have seen that a simple pole of the T-matrix must be unitary
and factorable. This means that we have only one possible form for our
pole and that is the Breit-Wigner form

Recall that the optical theorem states

First let us consider the right hand side of the equation

AT JV

n=l n=l

(ER - Ef +
or

ET*kTnj. (32)
7 1 = 1

(34)
n=l

- Ey +

Our Breit-Wigner can be rewritten as

rrf

Therefore, the imaginary part of our Breit-Wigner amplitude T^j has
the correct unitary form

Imag Tkj = - ' (36)
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Next let us derive the above Breit-Wigner form from a more fun-
damental consideration of the scattering process. Consider a_particle
made up of what we shall call a bare mass 7710. If two particles 1 and 2
come together and form this particle 7710 which then decays back into
1 and 2, we can form a picture of this process below [1],

T712 "

and can be written as

2

mo — E
(37)

We also have to consider the possibility that particles 1 and 2 may be
reabsorbed [2]

m i 3 O C m i . [2]

This process shown in [2] with the reabsorbtion bubble given by 6, can
be written as

VnbVn
(mo-E)2'

(38)

In fact the elastic scattering amplitude must be the sum of all
possible reabsorbtions [3]

h . . . . [3]

The elastic scattering T-matr ix is given by [3] and becomes a series

V12V12 V12&V12 ^12 b V\2

(mo - E) (mo - E)2 (mo - E)3 ' ' \

The above Eq. (39) can be rewritten as

T " ( m 0 - E) V1 + (mo - E) + (mo - £)2 + ' ' j ' (40)
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or

Finally, we can write Eq. (41) as

( m o i ? 6 ) " * '

Therefore, the pole in the amplitude is at E = mo — b.

Without going into details about how one calculates 6, we can dis-
cuss its properties, b is derived from off shell integration of the momen-
tum of the particles 1 and 2. The real part of the integral is a smooth
function of energy and adds to the bare mass mo- On the other hand
the imaginary part is zero if the energy is less than the sum of m\ plus
mi (below threshold). As the energy rises the imaginary part grows
as g2'+1, where q is the CM. momentum of the 1-2 system and I is its
angular momentum.

In the off shell integral the momentum q varies from zero to oo.
The imaginary part is only picked up at the point where energy and
momentum is satisfied (on shell). In order to do the integral it is
customary to introduce a form factor that will damp out the large
momentum contributions which is really way off shell. A common form
factor which is used by most people is

q e A*. (43)

However, this means that the imaginary part will also pickup the same
factor which will give the on shell momentum the same depends > ce.
This is generally not considered bad, since barriers saturate and parti-
cles become relativistic. However, at very high momentum this implies
that heavy particles cannot decay into light two particle systems. This
is stupid taken to an extreme. In 1988, Liu used this same form factor
to show that the /2(1720) 2 + + state was flavor symmetric.

Let us look at this same problem from the point of view of barrier
saturation and relativistic effects. The momentum dependence of the
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width of a nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner which include finite size effects
is

(44)

where Bi(Rq) is the Blatt-Weisskopf barrier penetration factors. The
momentum dependence of the width of a point like relativistic Breit-
Wigner is

r« « M = • (45)

First, we consider finite size effects and relativistic saturation for
p-wave states. We can define the ratio p as

P = £*-• (46)
1 NR

Substituting Eqs. (44) and (45) into Eq. (46), we obtain

~ (*)' . . («,

Noting that y/s is proportional to y/q* + m2 when the two final parti-
cles have equal masses, Eq. (47) becomes

The ratio p is equal to 1 when R = ~. For resonances that are smaller
in size than ^ , where m is equal to it, k, rj, etc., the relativistic effects
saturate before the size effects can be important. In other words, one
cannot measure sizes smaller than ^ of the particles used as a probe.

Let us turn to the d-wave case in order to make similar calculations
that Liu did for the /2(1720). We start by forming the ratio p for
d- waves
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(*)!

(*?)•'p =

Expanding as we did before, we obtain

In the limit where q —» oo, Eq. (50) becomes

P -

The ratio /> is equal to 1 when R = -J | ^ . If we want to consider
a flavor symmetric system, we first need to consider the fundamental
couplings for /2(1270) and /2(1525) which are ideally mixed 2 + + sin-
glets. Before kinematic correction the /2(1270) has couplings of 6 for
7T7T, 4 for KK and 1 for 177/, while /i(1525) has 0 for inr, 4 for KK, and
1 for TjT). For a source size of | fermi the predicted width ratios for the
/2(1270) and the / J (1525) agree with experiment (the decay width to
icir for the /j(1525) is an OZI violation). The flavor symmetric or glue-
ball couplings are 3 for inr, 4 for KK, and 1 for 7717. For the /2(1720)
a source size of \ fermi Txr = .105 GeVv YKft = .055 GeV, and r w

= .018 GeV, while at 2 fermi TT7r = .106 GeV, TKR = .153 GeV, and
rvv = .072 GeV. By increasing the source size from \ fermi to 2 fermi
the width to KK increased by 3 times and the 7777 width increased by 4
times. Liu's form factor caused the increase to be 6 times for the KK
width with respect to the TTTT and 10 times for the T/T?. A non-relativistic
q5 makes the irv width twice the KK and ten times the 7777. One would
expect that size should effect these branching ratios, but not to the
extent that Liu calculated using form factor that are really introduced
for off shell integration.

Let us return to the graphical representation of our amplitude [3]

. . . . [3]
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The above series [3] can be written as

w
where

3=

-Jmo — E

mo — E

We are now in the position to generalize to n-channels. If we con-
sider incoming channels with particles mi and m\ going into outgoing
channels mj and m'- with all possible intermediate states m* and m'k,
we obtain

m i

J f c = l

where

m, V.
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We have just derived the Breit-Wigner form

Note, that Imag(6jt) = V̂ 2 and the mass is equal to

n

m = m0 - 2 ^ Real(6fc), (52)
Jt=i

where the width is

n

r = 2 x V Imag(ijfe),

or

Ft
2. (53)

ife=i

Let us address ourselves to the two resonance problem. In order to
make progress in an easier manner, let us consider only one channel.
We have two bare particles m\ which we will denote by a • and particle
T7i2 which we will denote by an • . Initially, let us consider only the
formation and decay of mi by m and m!. We know the form can be
written as

:x=c -

To the denominator we must add the possibility that m and m! can
form 77i2 and decay back into m and m' which can reform into mj.
Thus we have

(i-6-oor [101
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We have not included the possibilities of a series of all possible mi
bubbles before reforming m\ again. We can do this by writing

0 0 X 1 =

It is clear that we must also add a term where we replace mi by mi
and 7U2 by vn\. At this point writing all of these bubbles is becoming a
bit messy. We will now shift gears to algebraic symbols. Let us define:

Di = (1 - O ) x (m, - £?);

- E)i [12]

Vi = 3 x '

= Hi x

The sum of the two terms we have introduced above becomes

+

The above Eq. (54) can be rewritten as

Since our amplitude is an elastic one channel amplitude, the optical
theorem tells us that the numerator must be equal to —Imag(Z?iZ>2 —
J) - After some work, one can show that

-Imag(Z?iZ?2 - Ih) = ViDiVi + %Z>iV2 + KI/HK* + V2h2Vi. (56)
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Finally, our scattering amplitude T becomes

_ V1D2V1 + V2D1V2 + ViIM + ̂ 2/12^1 , „ ,
T = D^Til ' (57)

If the bubbles have only an imaginary part, then we can write

= {m2-E)-iV2
2, (58)

Substituting Eq. (58) into Eq. (57), we obtain

,, _ E} — i V2V2 4- 1i V, V2V2

(mi - E)(m2 -E)- i(mi - E)V* - »(m2 - E)V2 - V2V* + V*V
(59)

which becomes

T = V?(mi E) + V?(mi - E)
(mi - E)(m2 -E)- i(mi - E)V2

2 - i(m2 - E)V2' { '

Eq. (60) can be further reduced to

or

(62)

v2
If we define a if-matrix as a sum of real poles, K = , ]_M + / *_E\,
we can write T as

T = T i - . (63)
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Eq. (57) can be generalized to many channels by

1{

D\V2~ if2

where

k=l

n

D2 = (ma - £?) - 5 3 62Jfe, (65)
4=1

J t = l

One should note that

= V2\, (66)

Imag(612Jt) =

The first thing that one must note about the two resonance ex-
pression is that the zeros of D\ and D2 are not in general the zeros of
D\D2 — l\v However, if the resonances couple to different channels,
then 1\2 — 0, so that the D\ and D2 are truly separate resonances.
If the resonances couple to the same channels, we must use a more
complicated approach.

Let us be near the energy of one of the resonances and far away from
the other. This is the situation of an isolated resonance interacting with
a background. We can define the background bubble as those which do
not go through the bare m\ mass. The sum of all such bubbles are

£ (67)
D2
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This is a unitary matrix and represents the world before we have intro-
duced the bare mass mj. Therefore, oar resonance amplitude TR must
be

TR = T-TB. (68)

Substituting Eq. (57) into Eq. (68), we obtain

„, ViDtVi + V7D1V2 + VilnVz + V1I12V1 V2V2TR =

If we multiply the numerator and the denominator of the first term

by D2 and the second term by Dj — j j 2 , we have

TR m

or

We can rewrite Eq. (71) as

rR = p . (72)

This is a factorable form, where the resonance mass (vnji) is given by

mR = E- Real ( D - - ^ ) . (73)

The total width of the resonance {TR) becomes

TR = - 2 Imag ( * - | j j ) , (74)
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where the partial width (Fj) into a given channel would be

(75)

Therefore, we can write TR as a Breit-Wigner form

«> et9t
— S . (76)

where fy and 0,t are the phase of each factor which goes into the nu-
merator of Eq. (72). It can also be shown that Eqs. (74) and (75) lead
to

(77)

The parameters of the resonance are not the fit parameters, but are
calculated from parameters mi, m2, Vij, Vij. When one does a fit to
phase shift and calculates mjj and TR, the stability of the parameters
as a function of energy tells one about how well one has determined the
resonance parameters.

Let us take an example, consider a background amplitude which
is completely elastic and moving backwards in phase (see Fig.2). The
heavy dark line is the background amplitude which moves with energy
and the arrow heads are at equal energy spacings. In the middle of
this energy range, we shall add a resonance which couples to the elastic
and inelastic channels. Once the resonance is added, we obtain the
amplitude shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 we see that the Breit-Wigner
circle has been rotated by an angle 29BG, where the background phase
&BG is d&o shown in the figure. The corresponding inelastic channel
would be the side tilted circle of Fig. 4, where the angle of tilt is &BG-
This inelastic channel assumes that there is no background in the other
diagonal elastic scattering amplitude (see Fig. 5).

The method used for an isolated resonance interacting with a back-
ground is completely general and can be used for the case of two res-
onances which are close in energy to one another. In such a case one
would make the separation twice. The first time one uses one reso-
nance as the background and obtains the Breit-Wigner parameters for
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the other. For the second resonance parameters one follows the same
procedure switching the roles of background and resonance. The sta-
bility of the masses and widths as one moves through the energy region
insures the correspondence to the pole positions in the complex plane.
Finally, since each resonance contains bubbles that involve the other
bare mass, to assume that a scattering amplitude can be the sum of two
Breit-Wigners is clearly violating unitarity. There is no way in which
one can separate the sets of bubbles into two factorable Breit-Wigners
at the same time.

Strong Phase in Weak Decays

This section is somewhat of a diversion from the topic of energy
dependence of amplitudes. However, we have just gone through a lot of
effort to develop a graphical method to deriv? the interrelationship of
bare particles and a unitary sum of bubbles. Using the above two pole
multi-channel formula, we can determine the effect on the weak decays
of the strong interaction.

We start with our two pole multi-channel T amplitude

Let us make pole 1 be related to the weak interaction while the strong
interaction is given by pole 2. We have

_ sjk - Sjk . .

~ « ' ( ]

where

Sjk = Vjk e«'i+**>. (80)

Thus, we can write

^ f a - * . ^ 4 * ' ) - (81)
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It is clear that the weak interaction pole is not a pole and only a
simple amplitude described by a single rate for each channel j . Because
of this fact let us set D\ = 1. It is also clear that the coupling V\j is
weak compared to the strong interaction. We will define a smallness
factor e which we will take to zero in the limit of the weak interaction.
Thus, we write for the weak coupling

VIA = * v>k. (82)

Next, we turn to the calculation of /12. In general their is a real and
imaginary part to these bubbles. Omnes has shown that for resonances
in strong interacting systems that particles are formed over a large
source size and only the imaginary part of the bubble is large, while
in the case of the weak interaction, where the formation of particles
happen from a well defined point the real and the imaginary parts of
the bubble should be equal.

This so-called Omnes condition leads to

(83)
i=\

or

(84)

Since we want to describe weak decay only, the idea of an incoming
channel does not make any sense. Therefore, we will set V\j = 1 in Eq.
(78) and because the strong interaction only acts on particles formed
by the weak interaction we set the incoming Vij = 0. We now write
Eq. (78) with the above changes

Substituting Eqs. (82) and (84) :nto Eq. (85), we obtain

(86)
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In the limit that e —* 0 Eq. (86) goes to zero. However, if we divide
Eq. (86) by £ and take the limit we get

( 8 7 )

We now use Eqs. (81) and (87) and define rk as 7* divided by e, thus

rk = wk + (1 + t)I £ »i fak ~ Vjk e^>+«*)) • (88)

In terms of the 5-matrix Eq. (88) can be rewritten as

(89)

We will work out the simplest application of the above general
formalism. Let us consider the case when there are only two channels
and the weak decay only takes place in the first channel, which we will
call the elastic channel (w2 = 0). For a 2 x 2 S-matrix, we can write

VU = V,

Vl2 = i i / l - ? 2 , (90)
1722 = V-

When we take Eq. (88) and make the above substitutions, we obtain

and

T* = *!^2101 {yfl^ e^+*»>) . (91)

T\ can also be written as
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or

. (92)

We must conserve probability, thus we need \wi\2 = | r j |2 + 17-212. In
order to insure this we write

and

N3=^(l-12). ' (93)

Putting together both parts of Eq. (93), we obtain

2 2 2 (94)

Finally, we get for Tj in terms of the weak amplitude w\ and the phase
shift S\ and the inelastic 17

* ( l - l i f e 2 * ' ) iiJi. (95)

w\ is the calculated weak interaction amplitude into channel 1 and
T\ is the modified amplitude due to the strong interaction. In general
we have Eq. (88)

(96)

where, Tj& is the T-matrix and one must normalize such that

07)
j=\

Let us note that a channel which may be predicted to be small by the
weak decay theory, may end up being large if the strong interaction
causes a mixing from a large weak decay channel into the small one.
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The P-matrix

Up to this point we have introduced the S-matrix, the T-matrix and
the AT-matrix. Very closely related to the if-matrix is the P-matrix.
Both are real matrices which have poles that are related to spectra of
hadrons. However, we will see that the /'-matrix has a special meaning
in-terms of a spectrum coming from a confined theory.

We saw that the 2q2q states in the bag riodel recoupled into color
singlet meson-meson states of two overlapping bags which then would
fall apart. However, when the mesons are near to each other, two
overlapping bags, they will feel the strong force. If the bag model gives
a good description of this strong force, one might hope the mesons
phase shift which is generated by leaving the region of the bag overlap
is given by the model. Jaffe and Low derived the 5-matrix in-terms of
the .P-matrix which is just the bound states of the bag model which
are called primitives with the coupling derived from the recouping to
the color singlet meson-meson two bag modes. The S-matrix is given
by

S=-t

For the case of only elastic one channel scattering, P is given by

P = kcot{kb + 8{k)). (99)

Using the above equation, one can take the measured phase shifts
and determine the poles of the P-matrix as a function of the bag radius
6. The derived poles then can be compared with calculations of the bag
model.

The lowest lying 2q2q states in the bag model are states with Jpc =
0 + + . They occur as a 9 and a 36. There are three cryptoexotics and two
exotics states which couple to meson channels where one has measured
the phase shifts. In Pig. 6 we show the j-wave / = 0 7T7T phase shift,
while below it we show the derived P-matrix from (99). Figure 7 shows
the a-wave / = 2 TTTT phase shift and its P-matrix. Figure 8 shows the
•s-wave I = \ irK phase shift and its P-matrix, while Fig. 9 shows the
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a-wave / = § irK phase shift and its P-matrix. In the above four phase
shifts, we observe five P-matrix poles which we list below in table I.

TABLE I
Channel

irir I = 0

TK I=\

7T7T 7 = 2

*K I=\

Pole location (GeV)

0.69
0.98

0.96

1.04

1.19

Residue (GeV)3

0.064
0.009

0.079

0.21

0.22

P-matri:r poles found in the analysis of single-channel s-wave meson-
meson scattering data using Eq. (99).

The bag model predicts poles or states inside the bag for 2q2q J =
0 + + which we present in table II.

TABLE II
Name

£«r(36)

Channel

7TT 7 = 0

1T7T 7 = 0

-KK I=\

7T7T 7 = 2

7T7T 7 = |

Predicted
Mass (GeV)

0.65

1.10

.90

1.15

1.35

Predicted
Residue (GeV)3

0.04

0.07

0.07

0.11

0.15

Predicted masses and residues of the lightest 2q2q bag model 0 + + prim-
itives.

We see by comparing table I and table II that the bag poles and the
P-matrix poles are very similar and are certainly related. However, the
P-matrix poles are defined simply from phase shifts, but the phase shift
is not easily denned from the bag model poles. For the if-matrix we saw
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that Breit-Wigner resonances are mapped one to one into simple well
defined K-matrix poles, while for the P-matrix even a simple one Breit-
Wigner phase shift has a very complicated transcendental dependence
on the bag radius. Let us consider a phase shift given by a simple
Breit-Wigner

^ J Z <100>
or

We can rewrite Eq. (99) as

cas{kb + 6{k)) cot(kb)cot(S) - 1
sm{kb + 6{k)) cot{6) + cot(kb) ' l '

Using Eqs. (100) and (101) we obtain

(M2-s)cot(kb)
y ~ k M*-s-MTcot(kb)

Finding the poles from the phase shift is easy but knowing the form
of the P-matrix and predicting the phase shift is an altogether different
operation.

Finally, we will cor sider pit scattering phase shifts in the / = 1
s- wave channel which has the quantum numbers JPC = 1 + + . The
amplitude for pir scattering is shown in Fig. 10, while the phase is
shown in Fig. 11. Using Eq. (99) once again we obtain poles. In Fig.
12 we show the two poles which come from the 7 = 1 s-wave pir phase
shift and the poles coming from the 7 = 0 and 7 = 2 s-wave and the
7 = 1 p-wave mr phase shift as a function of bag radius. The p-wave
pole is very constant as a function of bag radius and is the qq state
called the p, the other two irir poles are 2q2q states and have a much
larger failing dependence on the bag radius. The lightest of the two
poles in the l++pir channel shows a very flat dependence on bag radius
and thus is associated with the qq state (ai), while the heavier one has
a similar dependence as the 2q2q poles of the TIT system and is also
predicted to be a 2q2q in the bag model.

For the last subject under energy dependence of amplitudes, we
will discuss the case of -KIT scattering in the 7 = 0, Jpc = 0 + + system.
If we only consider energies up to 1.0 GeV (the threshold for KK),
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the case is a simple one channel problem. The 2q2q spectrum predicts
two states and the P-matrix analysis above using the phase shifts has
found both of these states which agree with the bag model prediction.
The 5-matrix poles are not the poles of the bag model or the poles of
the P-matrix however, these analyses have pointed to the need for two
structures in this channel. In Fig. 13 we show the phase shift of the
ff7r / = 0, Jpc = 0 + + channel. Let us try a simple one Breit-Wigner
resonance fit to this data. We use Eq. (20) to make the fit, but we
have changed it to the relativistic form, thus

where, MR is the resonance mass, TR is the resonance width, and MT1r

is the 7T7T effective mass. A simple Breit-Wigner fit to cot 6 is off by
around 4 <x, and clearly shows that this system cannot be described by
a single 5-matrix pole.

A very simple way to satisfy unitarity is to make a 5-matrix out of
the product of two S-matrices,

(104)

Let
5i = 1 + * ., " (105)

Mi —i

where

and

^ (107)
2 - I

with

Using Eqs. (103), (104), (105), and (107), we have

) (110)
cot 6 — i \ Mi — i
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which can be reduced to

1 Mi + M2

cot 8 - i (Mi - i)(M2 - i)'

Further reduction leads to

1 Mi + M2

(111)

cot 8 - i MiM2 - 1 - (Mi + M2)i'

thus
cot 8 =

(112)

Mi + M2

If we would have used ordinary A"-matrices, Eq. (113) would of been
given by

1 +K2, (114)
cot* ' ' "

thus

Ki + K2 = l
 i + l , . (115)

We see that in first order the poles of the if-matrix are shifted from
the zeroes of the M-matrix, but each if-matrix will have zero at the
zero of the other M-matrix.

Weather one uses a P-matrix, if-matrix, or a M-matrix to describe
the above phase shift (T-matrix), one obtains a similar result. One
needs two resonances both around 1.0 GeV in mass with one having a
wide width of over a GeV in value while another with a relatively small
width of a tenth of a GeV in value. These resonances are the lowest
states of the 2q2q spectrum and are best examples of how unitarity and
thresholds play games with the idea of pure simple Breit-Wigners.
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Figure 1: The z position of the wave packet as a function of time, where
the wave packet is reflected at the first contact with the potential at
radius R.
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Figure 2: The heavy dark line which lies on the unitary circle represents
a completely elastic background amplitude moving backwards in phase.
The arrow heads are equal spacing in energy.
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Figure 3: The curve with arrow heads is the elastic amplitude which
arises when an inelastic resonance or Breit-Wigner is added to the back-
ground amplitude of Fig. 2. The Breit-Wigner circle is rotated by an
angle of 2&BGi where the background phase is ®BG-
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Figure 4: Shown here is the inelastic amplitude of the Breit-Wigner
plus elastic background. The only effect of the elastic background in
the inelastic channel is a rotation of the Breit-Wigner by 0JJG-
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Figure 5: Shows the other elastic amplitude, which is elastic scatter-
ing in the other channel of the Breit-Wigner, not the channel of the
background.
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Figure 7: (a) vir I = 2 (exotic) j-wave phase shift for (Ref. 21). (b) inr
7 = 2 5-wave P-matrix element. The arrow marks the P-matrix pole.
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Figure 8: (a) ieK I — \ (nonexotic) s-wave phase shift (Ref. 21).
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Figure 10: CEX, JPMV = 1 + 1 + pir a-wave and etr p-wave cross sec-
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Figure 12: (a) P-matrix poles in Jp = 1+ pit system as a function of
bag radius.
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Figure 13: The 7 = 0 s-wave phase shift, SQ, for TTTT scattering from the
CERN-Munich group. The hatched band represents the continuation
down to threshold provided by the Roy equations. The curve shows a
typical Jf-matrix fit.
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Lecture IV

Where the Data for the
T-matrix Analysis Comes From

To start off this lecture we will examine a particular experiment
performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory using the Multiparticle
Spectrometer facility (MPS) to study the reaction rr~p —> K^K^n at
21.4 GeV/c unseparated negative beam incident on a 10 cm diameter
x 30.5 cm long liquid hydrogen target.

A small flux of K's and p's were identified by means of two thresh-
old Cerenkov counters. The final state was required to include only
neutral particles. To ensure this and to veto events with neutral pions
produced at large angles, the target was surrounded on the sides by a
lead scintillator sandwich veto "box". In addition, a plastic scintillator
veto counter was placed at the downstream end ot the target. Charged
particle tracking and triggering was done with the MPS II facility. It
consists of seven drift chambers and four proportional wire chambers
(PWC's) in a uniform 7.5kG magnetic field (see Fig. 1).

The Trigger was designed to select all neutral final states containing
two charged decay vertices (total charged-track multiplicity of four). In
order to satisfy the trigger, event candidates were required to have an
identified ir~ beam track (from beam line Cerenkov counters, PWC's
and scintillation hodoscopes) and no signal from the veto counter sur-
rounding the target. Charge multiplicity, as measured by two trigger
PWC's located 50 and 190 cms downstream of the target (see Fig. 1),
was required to be consistent with the decay of a K®K® system.

A good event was required to contain four reconstructed charged
tracks. Neutral decay vertices were formed from pairs of oppositely
charged tracks. It was required that only one unique combination of
two decay vertices be formed. The neutral decaying particles (K®) was
reconstructed by combining the momenta of the two charged tracks
at the decay vertex. These neutral tracks were extrapolated to find
their point of closest approach. If the distance of closest approach was
greater than 1 cm the event was rejected. The projection of the incident
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beam track, reconstructed from the PWC data, was used along with
the extrapolated neutral K® tracks to find the best production vertex
point. This point was required to He within the target volume for the
event to be kept.

There are several features of the K®K^ system, and more generally
the KK system, which are of great interest to our S-matrix program.
The indistinguishability of the two K®'s restrict the set of quantum
numbers of the KK state to be C = +1, Jp =(even)+, and / = 0+ or
1~.

The effective mass distribution of particles from the decay vertices
in which the measured tracks are assumed to be 7r+7r~ is shown in
Fig. 2. The K® peak observed in this distribution indicates an effective
mass resolution of a = 3.0 MeV/c2 . The missing mass squared (MM2)
spectrum for events with two accepted K® decays is shown in Fig. 3.
The MM2 resolution has a a =(.3 GeV/c2)2. The final data set
used events in which two unique neutral vertices were present; both
vertices had decay tracks with effective mass within K® mass cuts 475 <
m(ir+7r~) < 525 MeV/c2; the MM2 being consistent a neutron recoil
by requiring it to be less than (1.4 GeV/c2)2.

Figure 4 shows the K®K° invariant-mass spectrum for the entire
data sample of 40494 events with t' > -0.1 (GeV/c), where t' = -\t-
^mini? an<i ^ is the four momentum transfer from the beam (ir~) to
the K°K® system. Here we are restricting ourselves to the low t' data
because it has been in this t' range that one-pion exchange processes
dominate by a factor of ~40. Furthermore, one-pion exchange selects
only IG = 0+ states.

Moments Analysis
We expand our experimental angular distributions in terms of

normalized spherical harmonics:

(I)

• (2)

dt'dMdU
where

< Y? > Y{°{n) + 2 Y, < Y™ > Re y,m(n)
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The angular variable Cl — (cos 5, <p) gives the direction of the A^'s
in the Gottfried-Jackson frame and M is the K®K® invariant mass.
N(M,t') is proportional to d2ajdt'dM and gives the number of events
observed in a given t' and M bin. The expansion coefficients < Y™ >
are the moments of the spherical harmonics. If the acceptance of the
spectrometer were uniform in ft, these moments would be given simply
by

Since the MPS acceptance is not uniform, we have performed a Monte
Carlo simulation of the spectrometer acceptance. We have generated
Monte Carlo events uniformly in cos 6 and <f> modified by a factor ebt ,
where b — —8.0 (GeV/c)~2, which was chosen to approximately match
the experimental t' distribution. A set of such events were generated
at 25 MeV/c2 steps in K°a K° effective mass from threshold up to 2.0
GeV/c2 and at 50 MeV/c2 steps up to 2.4 GeV/c 2.

These events were generated at the level of raw coordinates in the
various detectors so that all known distortions, inefficiencies and back-
ground effects could be simulated realistically. In this form, the Monte
Carlo events were analysed by the same program used for the data
with all of the same cuts ana selection criteria. We stress that this
method accounts not only for geometric acceptance, but many other
systematic biases as well. This includes, for instance, the effects of cuts
on the data, counter and drift chamber efficiencies, and the efficiency
of the track finding program. The reconstructed Monte Carlo events
thus represent a measure of the absolute acceptance for the data under
conditions where N(M,t') and /(H) are known. For those events, we
defined -4(A/, t',Q) = N(M,t')I(Q) and expand it in terms of spherical
harmonics, denoting the expansion coefficients by GJ1. These GJ" are
called acceptance moments and are a row of an acceptance matrix that
we will define below. Note, that GJ" are functions of M and t'. The
mass dependence of the GJ" was approximated by a cubic spline fit to
the discrete values obtained from the Monte Carlo events. The accep-
tance corrected data moments, < VJm >, are then those values which
minimize the negative of the extended logarithmic likelihood function

Im
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The first sum (i) is over events in a mass bin; the corresponding G™ is
evaluated at the bin center using the spline fit coefficients. The second
sum runs over all / < 8 and all m < 2. The K®K® effective mass was
divided into 0.025 GeV/c2 intervals for M(K°K°) < 2.0 GeV/c , then
into 0.05 GeV/c up to M(K°K° = 2.5 GeV/c2. These intervals were
chosen to give a reasonable number of events in each bin. Even though
we had events with larger mass values, we terminated the moments
expansion at 2.5 GeV/c2 because our acceptance vanished for some
values of cos 8 and <f> beyond that mass, making it difficult to calculate
the higher moments.

If one would make a moment expansion of the raw acceptance un-
corrected data, one would obtain the observed moments < Y™ >obsi
which form a orthonormal set whose errors and expansion coefficients
are more easily understood than < Y™ > from Eq. (4). If we have
good Monte Carlo knowledge of our data < Y™ >obs can be written as

where A(£l) is the Monte Carlo acceptance. The acceptance moments
of Eq. (4) is given by

G? = / Re y/
m(fi)A(Q)<fn. (6)

We can also define an acceptance matrix which will detail the mixing
of the the moments by our experiment

Gff = /*Re F,m(ft) Re YP {n)A{Q)dn, (7)

We can rewrite Eq. (7) by substituting a complete set of double prime
/" and m" into Eq. (7) and summing over them

G?f = file Yim(Q) Re ^ '(f i) £ Re F^"(fi)Re Yfi" (Sl)A(a)dn.

(8)
We can rewrite Eq. (8) by using Eq. (6) thus,

R e *r(ft) Re y,m'(n)Re Yp"{n)<m Gf. (9)
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If we now define the triple j symbol as

T^ftf'^ /"Re F,m(ft) Re ^'(flJRe Y^"(H)dQ (10)

we can write Eq. (9) as

/nrmm' \ "* rrrmm m" /~im (i i \

m"J"

From the fitting of Eq. (4), we obtain a set of moments < Y[ >Rt

which represents the acceptance corrected moments. From these
moments we can predict what the observed moments in Eq. (5) should
be using in Eq. (11). We have

Crj ,, < Yt, >fi t • (IZ)

I'm'

One can then test how well one is describing the data by a x2 test on
the observed moments

~<rr >pred)
2

Since the errors on each of the observed moments are uncorrelated, this
is the correct x2- We can use Eq. (12) to give starting values for the
fit to be done in Eq. (4). Taking the inverse of Eq. (12), we obtain

irr1 < yf
I'm'

The non-zero moments are shown in Fig. 1. We find at the highest
masses that we need to have a Y§ moment which implies that 1 = 4
K®K® system is produced. When one makes the moment expansion in
Eq. (5) at higher masses, a Y®0 moment is observed. Our acceptance
moments in Eq. (6) for our experiment has a strong 5̂ ° term which
causes the F8° moment of the data to reproduce the V^ (see Eq. (12)).
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TABLE I

N < yo° >= S2 + D2 + D2
+ + Di + G2 + G% + G2_

N < Y2° >= 0.639DI + 0.319(£>?. + D\) + 0.5SlGg +
0.494(G2_ + G\) + 2S0A> + 1.7142?oGo +
1.565(D_G_ + D+G+) '

N < Yj > = 1.414SbJ?- + 0.452X>oP- + 1.107DoG-

N <Y?>= Q.Z9l(D2_ -D\) + 0.356(G?. -
-0.319(2?-G_ ~i?+G+)

,V < 1'4° >= 0.857Z)2 - 0.571(D2_ -f Z)i) + 0 §
0.243(G2_ + G^) + 25oGo + 1.162Z?0G0

1.318(D_G_ +D+G+)
Af < r4

! >= 1.414S0G_ + 1.107Do-D- + 0.698D0G-

N < Y2 > = 0.452(D2_ - X> )̂ +
0.256(Gi - G\)

TV < F6
0 > = 1.69l2?oGo - 1.235(D_G_ + D+G+)

0.025(G2_ + Gl)
N < Yj > = 1.155£>oG- + 1.055D_G0 + 0.517G0G_
iV < Yg2 > = 0.844(Z)_G_ - D+G+) + 0.258(G2_ - G2.)
A r < r 8 ° > = 0.83lGg - 0.665(G2_ + G\)
N < Kg1 > = 1.115G0G_
JV < ^8

2 > = 0.421(G?. - G\)
Spherical harmonic moments in terms of ^-channel helicity am-
plitudes, LQ, L+ and L-. Terms of the form L2 stand for \L\2,
and terms of the form ^1X2 stand for Ke(L\L2). Summation
over target and recoil-nucleon helicity states is implied such
that, for instance, L2 = \L\2 = |Zflip|

2 +|£nonfliP!2-

Amplitude Analysis

The experimental moments are related to the production ampli-
tudes through a set of coupled equations given in Table I. These equa-
tions express the moments as linear combinations of bi-linear products
of the amplitudes L\+ where L^+ represents the amplitude for produc-
tion of a K®K® system with spin L and helicity A via natural (+) or
unnatural (-) parity exchange. Since exchange particles have spin which
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are not greater than 1, we restrict A to the values 0 and 1. Consequent-
ly, we adopt a shorthand notation and define LQ = LQ- and L± = Lj±.
Because L must be even for a K®K® system, the set of products am-
plitudes to be considered reduce to 5o, DQ, D+, Z?_, CO, G+, and G-.
However, the absence of any < Yg1 > and < Y'B

2 > moments indicates
that G+ and G- are negligible.

At this point one could proceed with an amplitude analysis of the
normalized moments of Figs. 4-13. However, we can obtain more
powerful information from the moments and be in the position to relate
this data with others if we use the one pion exchange (OPE) model.
Table I has given amplitudes which are defined in a particle exchange
model. The OPE assumption defines how the on-shell particle exchange
amplitudes are related to the TT scattering T-matrices. OPE assumes
that the 7T7T effective mass dependence of amplitudes factorize from the
momentum transfer [t') dependence to the TVTT system. The amplitudes
from the unnormalized moments come from the integration over the
momentum transfer t' — 0 to t' = —0.1. We want to extract the
T-matrices (TJ(WTT —> KK)) from the moments. The amplitudes Aj
can be obtained by integrating the OPE amplitudes over the above t'
range. The OPE for Aj is given by

A' = TT~ rT~T ^0= eW-^TA** - KK). (15)

For J = 0, we write Aj = So and Tj — Ts- For J = 2, we
have Aj = Do and Tj = T/j, we also use the same formula for D+

and D-. Thus we define TQ+ and TQ- which have no meaning in 7T7r
scattering, but could be used to define non w exchange scattering like
AI~K and A\Tt scattering. Finally, for J = 4 we write, Aj = Go and
Tj = TQ- These functional forms are integrated over t' thus defining
the T-matrices for ivn scattering. In Figs. 14-21 we show the So, Do,
and Go both magnitude squared and relative phase with respect to Do
for the TTTT T-matrices, plus D+ and £>_ and its relative phase with Do-

In lecture I, it was announced that the main scope of these lectures
was to concentrate on mesons with J = 0 + + , 2 + + , and 4 + + . From
the above analysis of data, we see that one can obtain T-matrices for
these quantum numbers from forward charge exchange data. Many
other forward charge exchange reactions can be considered
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7T p —> 7T + 7T 7 1 ,

7T~p —+ 7T°7rOn,

7 T - p - > TJ7J71,

T~p —> ̂ ' n .

In the above reactions the OPE assumption leads to a completed
column of T-matrices for isoscalar mesons with Jpc — 0 + + , 2 + + , and
4 + + , being formed by xir scattering and decaying into pseudoscalar-
pseudosca).ar final states.

Other production data containing resonances with the above quan-
tum numbers, that decay into the same pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar final
states, can be used to help fill out the rest of the T-matrices that are
not experimentally available. One such set of data is J/ty radiative
decay data into 7 pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar. One can directly probe
the internal structure of the T-matric°s using the generalized Watson
theorem of Aitchison. This theorem is based on the assumption that the
resonance or pole structure of the T-matrix is defined thru jftT-matrices
(as we defined in lecture III). The T-matrix is formed out of a /f-matrix
by

T ^{l-iKy^K, (16)

where the AT-matrix is parameterized by a sum of poles

pa is the phase space factor of the channel a and is equal to the square
root of the center-of-mass momentum for a-wave channels: (f-wave and
g-wave channels a Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factor is used with radius of
1 fermi since for a smaller size these factors have no meaning for 7rir
scattering. Here faj represents the coupling of the j i h pole to channel
a and Mj is the mass of the j t h AT-matrix pole. The Watson theorem
of Aitchison defines a production vector

where a is the decay channel of the production process that is being
studied and j ' s represent the poles that are produced. The amplitude
for the production process is written as
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T = (1 -iKy'P. (19)

The relationship between poles in the /^-matrix and Breit-Wigner pa-
rameters was worked out in lecture III. Aitchison has shown that two
factors in the above equation play two distinct roles. The (1 — iK)~l

term describes the propagation of the poles of the quantum system
while Cj of the P term gives the production strength of the j pole.

The next and final lecture will present a coupled channel analysis
of Jpc — 0 + + , 2 + + , and 4 + + isoscalar mesons. In this lecture unlike
the last three we will try to give a complete reference to data and
publications of importance along with reference back to the other four
lectures when necessary.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experiment, showing the MPS II facility.
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Figure 2: The iz+x effective mass distribution for tracks from good
decay vertices.
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Figure 3: The missing-mass-squared spectrum of all K®K® events with
all cuts used in the analysis. The arrow indicates the mass range for
neutron-recoil selection.
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Figure 4: The acceptance corrected, unnormalized t-channel moment
< yo° > as a function of K°K° effective mass for t' < 0.1 (GeV/c)2.
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Figure 5: The acceptance corrected, unnormalized ^-channel moment
< y2

0 > as a function of K°SK°5 effective mass for t' < 0.1 (GeV/c)2.
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Figure 6: The acceptance corrected, unnortnalized f-channel moment
< Y? > as a function of K?K? effective mass for t' < 0.1 (GeV/c)2.
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Figure 7: The acceptance corrected, unnormalized ^-channel moment
< y2

2 > as a function of K*K* effective mass for t' < 0.1 (GeV/c)2
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Figure 8: The acceptance corrected, unnormalized ^-channel moment
< F4° > as a function of K°aK°3 effective mass for t' < 0.1 (GeV/c)2.
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Figure 9: The acceptance corrected, unnormalized t-channel moment
< V;1 > as a function of K°K° effective mass for t' < 0.1 (GeV/c)2.
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Figure 10: The acceptance corrected, unnormalized ^-channel moment
< y4

2 > as a function of K°3K
Q

a effective mass for t' < 0.1 (GeV/c)2 .
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Figure 11: The acceptance corrected, unnormalized f-channel moment
< F6° > as a function of K°K° effective mass for t' < 0.1 (GeV/c)2.
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Figure 12: The acceptance corrected, unnormalized i-channel moment
< Yj > as a function of K°aK°3 effective mass for t' < 0.1 (GeV/c)2.
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Figure 13: The acceptance corrected, unnormalized ^-channel moment
< F8° > as a function of K°K° effective mass for t' < 0.1 (GeV/c)2.
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Figure 14: The modulus squared of the 3-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction mr -> KK, Jpc = 0 + + , 7 = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis as a function of mass in GeV.
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Figure 15: The modulus squared of the d-wave in Argaud plot units
from the reaction TTTT -> KK, JPC = 2 + + , 7 = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis as a function of mass in GeV.
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Figure 16: The relative phase between the SQ- and
degrees as a function of mass in GeV.
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Figure 17: The modulus squared of the 0-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction TTTT -+ KK, JPC = 4++, 7 = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis as a function of mass in GeV.
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Figure 18: The relative phase between the Go- and Z?o-amplitudes in
degrees as a function of mass in GeV.
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Figure 19: The modulus squared of the D+ amplitude in Argand plot
units as a function of mass in GeV.
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Lecture V

Coupled Channel Analysis of
jpc = 0 + + ) 2++, 4++ Isoscalar Mesons

Introduction

A coupled channel analysis is much more constrained and thus more
likely to reveal the minimum number of real resonances required to
explain the considerable data available. Therefore, a coupled channel
analysis has been performed using Breit-Wigners considering the irir
scattering amplitudes, J/tp radiative decay, KK —* KK, and central
production. The spectrum of isoscalar mesons with JPC = 0 + + , 2 + + ,
and 4"1""*" are extracted from pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar final states. It
is found that one meson pole is needed for the 4 + + data (/4(1950)),
three meson poles are necessary in order to fit the 2 + + data (/2(1270),
/2++(1525), and /2(1810)), while five meson poles are necessary in a fit
to the 0 + + data (/o(975), /o(1300), /o(1400), /o(1720), and /o(2213)).

This analysis uses the fact that the /2(1720) or 5(1720) that is
observed in the Jjtj} radiative decay has spin 0, not spin 2. This was
found by the MK III Collaboration to be highly probable. [1] Earlier
fits[2] (which are still applicable) with the 0 having spin 2 did not
agree with the LASS data[3]. A fit was achieved without the /o(1590)
while the phase shifts which Kad to the claim for this resonance are
well described using the /o(1300), the /0(1400), and the /0(1720). The
/o(1300) has a large width and does not show sufficient phase motion,
thus it could possibly be due to an unitary effect at the T\T\ threshold.
In our fit the /o(1590) is made up of a sum of the /o(1400) and the
/o(1720).

Coupled Channel Analysis of
JPC =

When a pion strikes a proton thereby changing it into a neutron,
the low momentum transfer \t'\ scattering is dominated by one pion
exchange (OPE). Using the standard OPE extrapolation^], one obtains
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the 5-matrix Argand amplitude (see lecture II) for each of the partial
waves.

The spectrum of isoscalar mesons in the Jpc = 0 + + and 2 + + ,
channels is very important in testing quark-gluon and gluon-gluon con-
fined QCD theory (see lecture I). Both qq and gg states can occur in
these channels. However, they can mix, and therefore only a detailed
analysis of these mesons in different production and decay channels can
determine their nature.

For the following 5-matrix analysis we have used the processes
7T7T -* 7T7r[5-10], T7T — KK[2], TTK -> ^[11,12], 7T7T — 1ffl'[l3]. We also
added the reaction KK —• KK[3) by assuming that the unnatural ex-
change for M — 0 amplitude for K~p —> KKA°{3] is pure K exchange.
The channels J H> -* TT+TT", J/TJ; -> jK+K~, J/ip -> 7#s°#3°,
J/if, ~* 77717, J/t/j -* 71/7/'[14], pp -» pir+T~p and pp -» pK+K~p[lb],
were also used in the 5-matrix analysis because they only contain
isoscalar mesons with J = 0 + + and 2 + + , for J/tp radiative decay
and isoscalar mesons with Jpc = 0 + + for central production.

We proceed to obtain the 5-matrix, which describes meson-meson
scattering for the quantum numbers IG = 0+ , JPC = 0 + + , 2 + + , and
4 + + . In particular we concentrate on the pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar
couplings. The T-matrix is related to the 5-matrix by (see lecture II,
Eq. 33)

5 = 1 + 2iT. (1)

We choose to describe the T-matrix by a sum of complex coupled
Breit-Wigner (see lecture III). This implies that the T-matrix is given
by (see lecture III, Eq. 76)

where s is the center-of-mass energy squared, mi is the mass of the Ith

resonance and F tot { is the total width. 0;y is the complex phase of the
j t h coupling of the /th resonance (—ir < Qij < ir) and Ty is given by

T/; = Ptffj, (3)
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where Pj is the phase space factor of the j channel which is zero
below threshold; for the d-wave and g-wave channels a Blatt-Weisskopf
barrier factor is with radius of one fermi[16]. Here -yij represents the
coupling of the Zth resonance to the j channel and is a real number.
The widths that are given in Table I are the values of the width at
3 = m2 .

In order to describe the J/rp radiative decay data, we assume each
resonance / is produced with a complex production amplitude C{. This
implies that the amplitude going to the j t h channel from the /th reso-
nance is

n i / 2 r i / 2 ,-f^ ,Clm[ r y exp(i0y)
A (4)Ah = 2 • r '

m( - s i mil lot i

Using a similar assumption for central production, we have

where the additional -JJ^ is energy dependence of the double pomeron
amplitude which falls for the cross section like —-—3.

We performed a fit to the data of Refs. [2-15] using six 3-wave,
four d-wave, and one (7-wave Breit-Wigners with the various parameters
including the resonance width determined by the data fit. One of
the a-wave resonances was used to describe the threshold behavior of
the 7T7T system with an adler zero added in the same way as Ref.[17].
Another resonance in the d-wave was used to describe the background
that is seen above 2.0 GeV in the -KIT -> KK[2\ and the TTTT -> 1777[12]
data. There are 738 degrees of freedom. The x2 per DOF (degree of
freedom) would be ss 1, if we increased the errors on the average of
20% to allow for systematic errors. Thus the fit is good enough that
adding additional poles is not justified.

The three <f-wave meson resonances are called the /2(1270), /2(1525)
and /2(1810) (for some reason this latter state has been omitted from
the PDG summary table)[18]. In the full listing of the Particle Data
Group[18] there are four observations of the /2(1810) and thus there
appears to be sufficient data to establish it. Only three of the 3-wa.ve
resonances are well established, the /o(975), /o(1400), and the /O(1720).
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There is a listing of the /o(1590) which below will show could be just
the /o(1400) and /o(172O) decaying into 7777.

The /o(1720) was first observed in the reaction v~p -+ K*K*n[19]
and confirmed by Ref. [20] in the same channel. However, it was
not associated with the 5(1720) resonance seen in the J/ip radiative
decay because of the confusion about the spin of the 6. Now that
the 5(1720) spin is to a high probability determined to be O[14,1] it is
extremely probable that they are the same object, since within errors
the mass and widths are the same. References [19,21] demonstrate
that this spin resonance [5*'(1720)] shows the phase motion expected
for a resonance, while 9 analyses[l8] have failed to show resonance
phase motion. The spin 2 assignment for the 9 also runs into problems
when one looks at the reaction K~p —* K®K®A°[$\ which has a very
important if-exchange component. If the 9 had a 35% KK branching
ratio as measured by the Mark III group[22] it should be produced
in KK scattering at a sizeable level (see Ref. [2]). The LASS group
measured K~p —> K°K^A°{Z] and did not see any 6 at all and from
their /2(1525) one could conclude that the 6 must branch to KK at less
than 20%[23]. By switching to a spin 0 the limit on the KK branching
would increase by >/5 (see Fig. 32). This leads to the resolution of
the mystery of the the lack of the 8 in the LASS data. It should be
noted that the above discussion and preliminary fits were presented at
a conference[24] and a workshop[21] in 1988.

The /o(1300) in our analysis is weakly coupled to TTTT and KK is
an important to the 7777 channel at threshold (see Figs. 14 and 15);
however, our fit has a broad width and there is little evidence of phase
motion with respect to the /2(1270) (see Figs. 18 and 19). This state
was first claimed in Ref. [19] and there it also did not show any direct
phase motion but it had a narrow width due to rapid change in the
a-wave magnitude. This magnitude effect has weakened with more
measurements in the KK channel. The /o(1300) could be merely due
to unitary effects on the opening of the 7777 channel. Both T-matrix
analyses (Ref. [19] and this analysis) have not put in unitarity since it
requires a long-term effort. However, except near threshold, unitarity
effects are not expected to be important enough to change the major
conclusions of this lecture. Therefore, practically all calculations of this
type are model dependent, we believe our major conclusions will not
be affected by the model used.
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The resonance /o(1590) of Refs. [11,12] is not needed in our analysis
even though we fit the 7777 and 7777' phase shifts that were used to claim
the /o(1590) in the first place. In our fit /o(159O) is made up of a sum
of the /o(1400) and the /o(1730) where it is known from J/ip radiative
decay that the /o(1720) does decay into T/7/[14]. In Ref. [21] we made a
fit interchanging /o(1300) with the /o(1590) and obtained a significantly
worse fit. Yu. Prokoshkin has reported observing a 0 + + resonance in
7r~p —• 7/7/ at 1744 MeV decaying into 7/7/ and produced only at higher
t values and not produced by 7r-exhange[25]. This observation fits into
the scheme that the /o(1590) is made up of two states, because at low
t one sees both /0( 1400) plus /0(1720) [creating the /O(1590)|, while at
high t one only sees the /O(1720). It has been argued that the /O(1590)
is a new resonance since it is also seen in central production[26j. First of
all Ref. [26] sees very few events, second one needs to do a simultaneous
fit to centrally produced 7nr, KK, 7/7/, 7/77' in order to make a convincing
statement, third one needs to explain why the /o(1720) is not seen in
any of the 7/7/ data of Refs. [11,12,26], while it is known that /o(172O)
decays into 7/T/[14] and is produced by 7nr scattering[l9] and in central
production[27] because of its KK mode. There is a possibility that the
/o(1720) is not produced in central production, because Ref. [28] claims
they see a strong 2 + + signal in the /o(1720) region. At the Hadron 89
Conference it was stated that one observes a 2 + + background in the
complete mass range of the K°K® data[29]. This 2 + + background
should be due to the /2(1270) and a2(1320), however, the spectrum of
Ref. [29] does not show a resonance shape at 1.3 GeV.

In Table I we give the mass, total width, partial widths and the
branching fractions [Xj = Tj/Ttatai) for each meson resonances. For
the /o(1300) we do not give the partial widths but only the branching
fractions. Figs. 1-33. show our fit to the data of Refs. [2-15].

Conclusion

We have performed a coupled channel analysis on the reactions:
T7T ~* 7T7T [5-10], 7T7T -> KK [2], 7T7T -> 777/ [11,12], TTTT -> 7/7/' [13].
We also added the reaction KK —* KK [3] by assuming that the
unnatural exchange for M = 0 amplitude for K~p —* KKA° [3] is
pure K exchange. The channels J/ip —» 77r+x~, J/tf} —» fK+K~,

J/rP - 7 * M , JI1> - 7W, JH> 7* ini [H], PP - P*+*-p and
pp —+ pK+K p [15], were also used in the 5-matrix analysis because
they only contain isoscalar mesons with Jpc = 0 + + and 2 + + , for J/if>
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radiative decay and isoscalar mesons with JPC = 0 + + for central pro-
duction. The fits show that the 0(1720) can be understood in formation
pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar scattering and production J/ip radiative de-
cays by having a spin 0. Thus, in this analysis the 0(1720) would
really be the /o(1720) which was first observed in formation through
XT scattering before it was observed in J/ip radiative decay. In our
fit we generate the /o(1590) effect decaying into 7777 and 7777' as a sum
of the /o(1400) and /o(1720) in 7rx scattering. More data is needed
to understand central production. The difficult job of adding unitari-
ty to our analysis is planned for the future and should lead to better
understanding of the /o(13OO) and T]T\ threshold.

tTABLE I

Parameters of the Resonances
(see text for details)

Name

/2(1270)

/2(1525)

/2(1810)

/o(975)

/o(1400)

/o(1720)

/o(1300)

/o(2213)

/4(1950)

Mass
(MeV)

1271±11

1520±21

1852±23

1024±36

1411±41

1734±15

1307±45

2213±31

1945±25

Width
(MeV)

184±9

134±11

258±19

250±206

260±27

148±32

> 800

366±79

214±15

(MeV)

157±5

8±4

70±15

40±5

134±7

25±5

92±12

18±3

.85±.O3

.06±.03

.27±.O6
ifi+84

.52±.O3

.17±.O3

.llzb.06

.25±.O3

.08±.01

(MeV)

21±7

110±15

7±4

2in+170

118±19

50±10

11±4

9±3

XKR

.ll±.04

.82±.ll

.03±.02
o4+.06•84_ 8 4

.45±.07

.34±.O5

.ll±.O6

.03±.0l

.04±.02

(MeV)

6±2

15±5

1±.7

8±4

18±4

91±12

l±0:5

.03±.01

.ll±.O3

.014±.O10

.03±.015

.12±.O3

.43±.26

.25±.O3

.005±.0O3
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-n 7T Argand spectrum
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Figure 1: The modulus squared of the s-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction XTT —» 7nr, J = 0 + + , 7 = 0 , obtained from OPE
analysis[6] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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TT 7T Argand p h a s e
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0
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1.40 1.60

7T7T,Figure 2: The s-wave phase in degrees from the reaction TTT
Jpc = 0 + + , 7 = 0, obtained from OPE analysis[6] as a function of
mass in GeV. The curve comes from the Breit-Wigner fit described in
the text.
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7T 7T Argand spectrum

1.6

1 .2 -
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Mass(7T7T)

1.80 2 . 0 0 2 . 2

Figure 3: The modulus squared of the 3-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction 7nr —> inr, JPC = 0 + + , 7 = 0, obtained from OPE
analyses[5-10] as a function of mass in GeV; the errors (essentially sys-
tematic) in the high mass region of the |5 | 2 mass spectrum are sufficient
to explain the systematic displacement of these points.
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7T 7T Argand p h a s e
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Figure 4: The a-wave phase in degrees from the reaction mr —* 7nr,
JPc = 0 + + , 7 = 0, obtained from OPE analyses[5-10] as a function
of mass in GeV; the errors (essentially systematic) in the high mass
region of the |5 | 2 mass spectrum are sufficient to explain the systematic
displacement of these points. The curve comes from the Breit-Wigner
fit described in the text.
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7T Argand spectrum
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Mass(7rrr)
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Figure 5: The modulus squared of the <f-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction irx —> irn, Jpc = 2 + + , 7 = 0 , obtained from OPE
analyses[5-10] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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7T 7T Argand p h a s e
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Figure 6: The d-wave phase in degrees from the reaction TIT —> irir,
Jpc = 2 + + , / = 0, obtained from OPE analyses[5-10] as a function of
mass in GeV. The curve comes from the Breit-Wigner fit described in
the text.
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rr Argand spectrum
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Figure 7: The modulus squared of the g-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction irir -» TTTT, JPC = 4 + + , 7 = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis [10] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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7T TT Argand p h a s e
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Figure 8: The phase of the p-wave in degrees from the reaction TTTT —>
TTir, JPC = 4 + +, / = 0, obtained from OPE analysis[10] as a function
of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the Breit-Wigner fit described
in the text.
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K K. Argand spectrum
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Mass(KK)
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Figure 9: The modulus squared of the 3-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction irn -* KK, Jpc = 0 + + , 7 = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis[2] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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K K Argand spectrum
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Mass(KK)
Figure 10: The modulus squared of the d-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction TTTT -» KK, Jpc = 2++, / = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis[2] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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K K Argand phase
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Mass(KK)
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Figure 11: The relative phase between the 3-wave and the d-wave in
degrees from the reaction TTTT —> KK, 7 = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis[2] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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K K Argand spec t rum
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Figure 12: The modulus squared of the g-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction XT -> KK, Jpc = 4 + + , 7 = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis[2] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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K K Argand phase
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Figure 13: The relative phase between the p-wave and the <f-wave in
degrees from the reaction TTT —> KK, 7 = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis[2j as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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Argand spectrum
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Mass(?7?7)
Figure 14: The modulus squared of the s-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction TT —> 7777, Jpc = 0 + + , / = 0, obtained from OPE
analysisfll] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve come? from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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7] 77. Argand spectrum
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Figure 15: The modulus squared of the a-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction TTTT —> 7777, Jpc — 0 + + , 7 = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis[12] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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Tj Argand spectrum
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Figure 16: The modulus squared of the <f-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction TTT -> 777, Jpc - 2 + + , / = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis[ll] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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Argancl spectrum
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Figure 17: The modulus squared of the d-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction TTT —» T/TJ, JPC = 2 + + , / = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis[l2] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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rj 77 Argand phase
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Figure 18: The relative phase between the s-wave and the d-wave in
degrees from the reaction TTT -+ 7777, / = 0, obtained from OPE analy-
sis^ 1] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the Breit-
Wigner fit described in the text.
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r? V Argand phase
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Figure 19: The relative phase between the s-wave and the d-wave in
degrees from the reaction KIT —> 7/T/, JPC = 0 + + , 7 = 0, obtained from
OPE analysis[12] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from
the Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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77 Argand spectrum
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Figure 20: The modulus squared of the d-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction vir -» 7;?/, Jpc = 4 + + , 7 = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis[12] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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7] Argand phase
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Figure 21: The relative phase between the 5-wave and the cf-wave in
degrees from the reaction TTTT —> 7717, 7 = 0, obtained from OPE analy-
s i s^] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the Breit-
Wigner fit described in the text.
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77' Argand spectrum
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Figure 22: The modulus squared of the a-wave in Argand plot units
from the reaction -KIT —» r^ql, Jpc = 0 + + , 7 = 0, obtained from OPE
analysis[13] as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the
Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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Figure 23: ir+v from central production, 7 = 0, Jpc = 0 + + , events
per 25 MeV from Ref. 15. The curve comes from the Breit-Wigner fit
described in the text.
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Figure 24: K+K from central production, / — 0, Jpc = 0 + + , events
per 50 MeV from Ref. 15. The curve comes from the Breit-V/igner fit
described in the text.
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Figure 25: The J/V radiative decay into "fir+ir from Ref. 14 in events
as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the Breit-Wigner
fit described in the text.
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77—7T+ mass spectrum
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Figure 26: The J / $ radiative decay into 77r+7r~ (a-wave projection)
from Ref. 14 in events as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes
from the Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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Figure 27: The J / $ radiative decay into jK+K from Ref. 14 in events
as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the Breit-Wigner
fit described in the text.
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Figure 28: The J/9 radiative decay into fK+K (a-wave projection)
from Ref. 14 in events as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes
from the Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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Figure 29: The J / # radiative decay into fK°K% from Ref. 14 in events
as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the Breit-Wigner
fit described in the text.
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Figure 30: The J/9 radiative decay into 77/7/ from Ref. 14 in events as
a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the Breit-Wigner fit
described in the text.
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Figure 31: The J / $ radiative decay into 77777' from Ref. 14 in events
as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the Breit-Wigner
fit described in the text.
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Figure 32: The KaKa mass spectrum from the reaction K~p -* KsKa A°[3]
in events as a function of mass in GeV. The curve comes from the Breit-
Wigner fit described in the text.
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Figure 33: The K,Kg mass spectrum (for s-wave projection) from the
reaction K~p -» KtKsA°[3] in events as a function of mass in GeV.
The curve comes from the Breit-Wigner fit described in the text.
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